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1 INTRODUCTION 

With the growing adoption of mobile and pervasive devices, there is an increasing de-

mand of applications with self-adaptive behaviours using social and environment in-

formation. These characteristics can provide better end-user experience, not only in 

home and entertainment places, but also in collaborative work situations.  

 To date, Ambient Intelligence (AmI) has achieved a matured level, thanks to the 

advance of the technology, mainly by sensors and mobile devices carried by users 

(Wang et al., 2004). Typically, context information in pervasive environments can be 

retrieved in a variety of ways such as physical sensors, network information, user pro-

files and other sources. Context information refers to a set of conditions (e.g. environ-

ment features, user activities, location) that may be utilized by applications in order to 

adapt dynamically their behaviour. Environments such as smart spaces are aware of 

context such as location/proximity (e.g. home, office) and environment features (e.g. 

hot, cold) enabling users to access computing resources to perform their activities. By 

combining smart spaces with social computing, it is possible to create a pervasive envi-

ronment in which social information can be used as context information. In addition, the 

increasing usage of portable devices can be exploited to create rich applications involv-

ing adaptability without explicit user intervention, taking into account environmental 

context. 

 Activities in smart spaces may involve multiple users collaborating on shared 

tasks. Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) studies the cooperative work 

among individuals and addresses various applications for collaboration, ranging from 

conference to workflow environments. The CSCW area is not new, but only recently, 

research in context-aware CSCW applications reached pervasive systems. Additionally, 

the trend is the use of collective intelligence, where interpretation of context infor-

mation related to social relationships should be harnessed as input for such collabora-

tive applications. In this manner, combining pervasive systems and groups with collabo-
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rative context-aware applications can increase the activity’s quality for the end user in a 

wide variety of tasks. 

1.1 Motivation 

With the advent of Web 2.0, various social networking sites have emerged in the pre-

sent scenario of the Internet like Facebook1, Google Plus2 and LinkedIn3. The infor-

mation provided by these social sites can be useful for pervasive or ubiquitous systems, 

where the change of environment and context are important to offer powerful ways of 

working and communicating.  

 Community support is gaining more importance, especially in areas where inter-

human communication is a critical success factor (Koch et al., 2014). Communities in 

this case refer to a social unit, both to physical and virtual, that share common objec-

tives. According to Grundin and Poltrock (2012), when people collaborate, they do so in 

the context of small groups or teams, organizations, or large-scale communities. How-

ever, there are differences among these social structures to achieve common goals. For 

instance, while small groups rely in working together in real time, communities have 

higher need for coordination. In this way, the concepts of small groups and communities 

of practice facilitate opportunistic collaborations taking advantage of social awareness. 

 Until recently, social network analysis of complex and unknown relationships 

were hard to achieve and only performed off-line (Chung et al., 2006). This means that 

data collected over a period could only be analysed after its collection, especially in sce-

narios where nodes may appear and disappear and edges may tie or untie. Neverthe-

less, today’s technologies make it possible to build a solution with ability to adapt to 

constantly changing physical and social contexts, providing users with a unique experi-

ence for collaborations. Social context refers to the information relevant to the charac-

terization of a situation that influences the interactions of users. 

 Relying on social networks analysis with the concepts of social capital, small 

groups and communities of practice it is potential to determine temporary social 

groups, based on user context information, physical location, and co-presence. This way, 

CSCW applications, combined with social computing and context-awareness, can bring 

great benefits for smart spaces participants’ experience. As such, pervasive and social 

computing are central points to the development of systems for the future collaborative 

applications. All these aspects present new challenges for solutions in context-aware 

CSCW applications. 

                                                        
1 https://www.facebook.com/ 

2 https://plus.google.com/ 

3 https://www.linkedin.com 
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1.2 Contribution 

The goal of this PhD thesis is to demonstrate that CSCW applications can benefit from 

using context information merged with social computing in pervasive environments. In 

order to provide better and efficient collaboration among users, a Context-Aware 

Framework for Collaborative Applications (CAFCA) was designed and implemented. 

This is approached within pervasive communities, where each community shares in-

formation that can be combined in context-aware applications. This involves the use of 

context information and social context to provide context-awareness for collaborative 

applications, enhancing the experience of the participants in cooperative tasks.  

 The author participated in European projects PERSIST (Personal Self Improving 

Smart Spaces) and SOCIETIES (Self-Orchestrating CommunIty ambiEnT Intelligence 

Spaces), which enabled him the possibility to be involved with pervasive computing and 

context-awareness. The code developed under the Thesis was released to the public 

under Open Source License for public usage. 

The contributions of this thesis are: 

 Design and implementation of a context-aware framework for collaborative 

work aiming pervasive environments, enabling dynamic use of context and 

social information facilitating group formations (see Chapter 5). Published in 

Lima et al. (2014); 

 Provide pro-active behaviour for communication, coordination and relation-

ships in pervasive community scenarios for CSCW (see Chapter 5). Published 

in Lima et al. (2012). 

 Verify the synergy among the intersecting research areas of pervasive compu-

ting, CSCW and social computing. Published in Lima et al. (2012). 

 Provide a social matching mechanism capable to find participants based on 

the context information provided from the environment and user social con-

text (see Chapter 6). Published in Lima et al. (2013a); 

 Take advantage of context information available of social network sites such 

as Facebook, LinkedIn and real-world sensing sources to aggregate the con-

text information to the user (see Chapter 6); 

 Support the increment of existing context information by Natural Language 

Processing and semantic analyse (see subsection 5.5.1). Published in Lima et 

al. (2013b); 

 Provide real-time adaptation of collaborative tools for collocated and non-

collocated teams in order to facilitate users’ interactions in response to con-

text information changes (see subsection 5.6.3); 

 Facilitate the integration of existing collaboration tools to offer context 

awareness, adaptability and coordination, aiming to reduce human interac-

tions (see subsection 5.6.2). Published in Gomes et al. (2011); 
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 Support the election of appropriate application for communication based on 

the communication channels available from the users (see Chapter 5); 

 Evaluate and test the proposed implementation in user trial for proof of con-

cept and feedback (see Chapter 6); 

1.3 Publications 

1.3.1 Journal Publications 

 Christopher V. Lima, Mário Antunes, Diogo Gomes, Rui L. Aguiar, Telma Mo-

ta, "A Context-Aware Framework for Collaborative Activities in Pervasive 

Communities", International Journal of Distributed Systems and Technologies, 

vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 31–43, IGI Global Publishing, July 2014. 

 Roberta Lima-Gomes, Guillermo de Jesus Rivera, Roberto Willrich, Christopher 

V. Lima, Jean-Pierre Courtiat, "A Loosely Coupled Integration Environment for 

Collaborative Applications", IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cyber-

netics - Part A: Systems and Humans, vol. 41, no. 5, pp. 905–916, September 

2011. 

1.3.2 Conference and Workshop Publications 

 Christopher V. Lima, Mário Antunes, Diogo Gomes, Rui L. Aguiar, "A Context-

Aware Framework For CSCW Applications In Enterprise Environments" in 

Proceedings of the IADIS International Conference Web Based Communities 

and Social Media 2013, Proceedings of the IADIS International Conference Col-

laborative Technologies 2013, Czech Republic, pp. 11–18, July 2013, 

 Christopher V. Lima, Mário Antunes, Diogo Gomes, Rui L. Aguiar, "Social 

Awareness in Pervasive Communities for Collaborative Work" In Intelligent 

Environments Workshops, volume 17 of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Envi-

ronments, Greece, pp. 110 – 115, July 2013. 

 Christopher V. Lima, Diogo Gomes, Rui L. Aguiar, "Pervasive CSCW for Smart 

Spaces Communities", 9th IEEE International Workshop on Managing Ubiqui-

tous Communications and Services, pp. 118–123, Switzerland, February 2012. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis is organized in two parts. The first part reviews essential domains to the 

work. Chapter 2 starts with an overview of the pervasive computing, introducing con-

text-aware and pervasive communities. Chapter 3 identifies opportunities and challeng-

es for CSCW. Chapter 4 focus on social computing describing social capital, communities 

of practices, Web 2.0 and social network analysis. This chapter also present the tech-

niques used to provide support to CAFCA framework, including general cohort analysis, 

data analysis applied to social networks. 

http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/mantunes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/dgomes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/ruilaa
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/context-aware-framework-collaborative-activities-pervasive-communities
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/context-aware-framework-collaborative-activities-pervasive-communities
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/publications/loosely-coupled-integration-environment-collaborative-applications
http://atnog.av.it.pt/publications/loosely-coupled-integration-environment-collaborative-applications
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/mantunes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/dgomes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/ruilaa
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/context-aware-framework-cscw-applications-enterprise-environments-0
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/context-aware-framework-cscw-applications-enterprise-environments-0
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/mantunes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/dgomes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/ruilaa
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/social-awareness-pervasive-communities-collaborative-work
http://atnog.av.it.pt/content/social-awareness-pervasive-communities-collaborative-work
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/clima
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/dgomes
http://atnog.av.it.pt/members/ruilaa
http://atnog.av.it.pt/publications/pervasive-cscw-smart-spaces-communities
http://atnog.av.it.pt/publications/pervasive-cscw-smart-spaces-communities
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 The second part presents the main thesis contribution with the design, implemen-

tation and evaluation of the proposed solution. Chapter 5 introduces the CAFCA frame-

work, presenting the design concept, implementation and technical aspects of the pro-

posal solution. In Chapter 6, it is discussed a case study conducted with the proof-of-

concept implementation to validate the framework and challenges in the evaluation. 

 Finally, Chapter 7 presents general conclusions and implications of this thesis. The 

chapter also discuss further work directions and extensions. 

 In the Appendix A and B are presented the questionnaires used in the validation 

test in Chapter 6. Appendix C includes UML diagrams of CAFCA framework, as support 

to the work done in Chapter 5.
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2 PERVASIVE COMPUTING 

This chapter presents the areas of pervasive and context-aware computing from the 

point of view of the thesis. The chapter also introduces solutions that underlie a majori-

ty of pervasive computing application development. A set of future scenarios is present-

ed covering different situations in enterprise domain to enable a better comprehension. 

These scenarios explain with practical examples the features and capabilities identified 

as requirements of the thesis.  

2.1 Introduction and Motivation 

Pervasive environments have evolved over the years, thanks to technology advances 

and decreasing prices in sensors and mobile devices (Want, 2010) . Moreover, the in-

crease of consumer portable devices such as smartphone, tablets and smart watches are 

being also exploited in ambient intelligence (AmI) to create rich applications without 

explicit user intervention. AmI is used extensively in applications such as healthcare, 

home care, transportation and environmental monitoring (Al-Jaroodi et al., 2009). Envi-

ronments in pervasive computing are aware of context, where location/proximity (e.g. 

home, office), activities (e.g. walking, driving) and environment features (e.g. hot, cold) 

provide sources of information to produce the applications. Mark Weiser’s (Weiser, 

1991) definition for pervasive and ubiquitous computing is that “The most profound 

technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of every-

day life until they are indistinguishable from it”.  

A fundamental challenge in pervasive computing has been to create systems that 

scale-up smart space infrastructures to support many users. In Genco and Sorce (2010), 

the authors describe pervasive systems to free users in which devices, networks and 

applications will all be seamlessly integrated and will cooperate in support of a world-

wide-shared computing paradigm. Researchers have addressed both social and human-
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computer interaction aspects in the field, as well as technical aspects such as communi-

cation, interoperability, architectures and hardware design. 

 In pervasive computing, many projects address infrastructures for smart spaces 

and mobile users (Taylor et al., 2011). A popular definition for smart spaces is provided 

by Prehofer et al. (2007) as “A smart space is a multi-user, multi-device, dynamic inter-

action environment that enhances a physical space by virtual services”. The goal of any 

smart environment is to release users from the tasks they usually perform to change 

their environment to suit their preferences and to access the available services. This 

objective is achieved by making the environment able to adapt itself to user needs, 

providing customized interfaces to the services available at each moment.  

2.2 Context-Awareness 

In Chen & Kotz (2000), context-aware or context information is defines as the paradigm 

of pervasive computing that allows applications to discover and take advantage of con-

textual information. Context may vary depending on application functionality, user 

goals and deployment environment. Schilit et al. (1994) were one the first to discuss 

context-aware computing, defining three important aspects: where you are, who you 

are with and what resources are nearby. Most cited definition for context is given by 

Abowd et al. (1999): “Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of 

an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the inter-

action between a user and an application, including the user and applications them-

selves.” Consequently, having a common definition of context is a challenging issue. Fur-

thermore, sociological approaches typically regard context as networks of interacting 

entities (people, agents and artefacts) created and continually updated by the interac-

tions among them (Zacarias et al., 2010). 

A popular way of classification for context instances is given in literature 

(Gustavsen, 2002; Prekop and Burnett, 2003). These proposals divided context in inter-

nal and external. The internal dimension is specified by the user or captured by moni-

toring user interactions such as user’s goals, tasks and emotional state. While the exter-

nal dimension denotes the physical context, in which includes, for instance, location, 

touch, temperature and sound. 

Figure 2.1 identifies invariant characteristics of the context for development of 

context-aware systems. These characteristics are (a) context relates always to some 

entity, (b) is used to solve a problem (c) depends on the domain and (d) is a dynamic 

process (Mena et al., 2007; Sandkuhl and Borchardt, 2014). 
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Figure 2.1: The invariant characteristics of context. Adapted from (Sandkuhl and 
Borchardt (2014). 

 In order to support these characteristics, it is common the use of an integrated 

solution for management of context information. Next section presents in details con-

text management systems. 

2.3 Context Management Systems 

A Context Management System (CMS) provides the means to receive context infor-

mation and apply the information to build context-aware applications. Most of CMS rely 

on a centralized approach similar to Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) (Chen et al., 

2003). Context-aware systems can be designed taking into account different criteria 

(architecture, resource discovery, sensing, context model, context processing historical 

context data, security and privacy) and depend on requirements and conditions such as 

the location of sensors, amount of possible users and available resources (mobile 

phones or desktop PCs) (Baldauf et al., 2007).  

 A CMS is responsible for acquiring raw information from context sources and 

hardware sensors, modelling the collected data and maintaining the current and histor-

ic context in appropriate data repositories. It is important to stress that some CMS can 

slightly change or even be optional like the history management, context data aggrega-

tion and context reasoning. The components usually found in a CMS can be classified in 

four primary areas:  

 Context Acquisition: A prerequisite for context-aware applications, it refers to a 

process of collecting contexts from various context sources. Contexts can be cap-

tured through physical devices (e.g. sensors, accelerometers and agents) and vir-

tual sources (e.g., software applications and services). 

 Context Storage: This component is responsible for the management of context in-

formation (i.e. retrieval, update, addition, removal). 

 Context Modelling: It is in charge to construct high-level abstraction of contextual 

data and building relationships among them. Some models support querying not 

only current data, but also historical contextual information (Context History). 
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 Context Reasoning: It is the process of deriving high-level contexts from raw con-

text data and deriving implicit contexts from explicit contexts information. 

 Projects like Mobilife (Kernchen et al., 2006) and C-CAST (Knappmeyer et al., 

2009) use a broker-based approach for CMS. In these cases, the CMS was responsible for 

storing and retrieving context information in a distributed manner. Both projects use a 

Context Broker (CB), a fundamental entity that creates and manages the relationship 

between Context Provider (CxP) and Context Consumer (CxC) (Chen, 2004). The CB is 

responsible for acquire context information on behalf of resource-limited devices, rea-

son about context information, detect and resolve inconsistent context information, and 

even protect user privacy by enforcing policies that the users have defined (Zafar et al., 

2009). The CxP is in charge of detecting and acquiring information from context sources 

(e.g. temperature, position), while the CxC is where the context is used (or consumed). 

 In a centralized architecture, a central point handles all the requests present be-

tween the producers and consumers. In a distributed architecture, a point-to-point 

model is used, where each pair can be either a producer or a consumer. In some cases, 

the pair may play both roles (Chihani et al., 2011). Figure 2.2 illustrate a (a) centralized 

and a (b) distributed architecture for CMS. 

 

Figure 2.2: (a) Centralized and (b) distributed architecture for CMS (Chihani, 
2013). 

Other CMS solutions also found in literature are: Gaia using Common Object Re-

quest Broker Architecture (CORBA) as a distributed middleware for communication; 

and Service-oriented Context Aware Middleware (SOCAM) architecture using OSGi with 

context events represented in Web Ontology Language (OWL) based on a predefined 

ontology (Tao Gu et al., 2004). 
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2.4 Smart Spaces and Mobility 

Smart spaces play an important role in pervasive computing, providing an environment 

where users can interact electronically with other users and devices in the environment. 

However, these systems did not take into account the mobility of the user as shown in 

projects as Ubisec (Groppe and Mueller, 2005), MavHome (Youngblood et al., 2005), or 

as in smart homes scenarios (De Silva et al., 2013). More recently, projects like Daidalos 

(Taylor et al., 2011) and PERSIST (Venezia et al., 2009) approached this challenge pro-

posing the use of smart spaces specially associated with personal portable devices, ena-

bling the availability of content anytime and anywhere. 

 Today with mobile devices containing numerous hardware and software capabili-

ties, it is possible to create new smart spaces systems. This way, personal smart spaces 

try to tackle static smart spaces, without the need of infrastructure investment, and mo-

bility to provide pervasive functionalities to the user all the time. Personal smart space 

systems generally include a context management system, discovery mechanisms, event 

notification, personal preferences, and cooperation between the entities. Personal smart 

spaces are defined as “a set of services that are running or available within a dynamic 

space of connectable devices where the set of services and devices are owned, con-

trolled, or administered by a single user or organisation” (Gallacher et al. 2011). 

 The implementation of smart spaces requires software and hardware components 

to establish communication among users and resources, collecting information about 

users’ context, discovery, services, learning (users’ intentions), overall collecting data to 

plan and execute actions on the users’ behalf. Most current proposals for physical and 

logical mobility rely on the technique of middleware, which resides between the operat-

ing system and the application layer. Middleware is a class of software design to support 

application development by enhancing the level of abstractions associated with the pro-

gramming effort. In general, middleware provides basic services for upper layer appli-

cations by providing programming interfaces and taking charge of management func-

tions such as caching, fault tolerance and security (Yu et al., 2013). A number of mid-

dleware technologies have been proposed to keep devices connected in a seamless way, 

allowing people to take advantage of pervasive systems. There are several middleware 

approaches applied in the design and development of smart spaces and recently the 

researchers have been focusing in Web 2.01as a platform to provide new smart spaces 

services (McFaddin et al., 2008; Prehofer et al., 2010). 

 While different aspects and purposes exist for middleware development, some are 

common for pervasive systems, equally encountered in projects such as Daidalos 

(Taylor et al., 2011), Gaia (Ziebart et al., 2005), Aura (Kumar et al., 2003) and One.World 

(Grimm et al., 2004). Based on Raychoudhury (2013), Yu et al. (2013) and Hong et al. 

(2009) we present a reference model consisting of three layers for middleware systems 

                                                        
1
Term coined by Tim O’Reilly 
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concerning general issues, characteristics and the design of currently solutions. Figure 

2.3 presents the architecture middleware for smart spaces. 

 

Figure 2.3: Architecture Middleware for Smart Spaces. 

2.4.1 Operational systems/Platform layer 

Middleware systems are typically constructed on the top of the traditional operational 

systems (OS). However, there are particular cases in which the middleware present an 

OS developed specifically for this purpose (One.World, Gaia OS) (Grimm et al., 2001; 

Román et al., 2002). For most of smart spaces approaches, the use of small and/or mo-

bile devices (e.g. tablet, smartphones and netbooks) is important since they provide 

sensors of acceleration, sound, light and location. Popular platforms for devices devel-

opment are Android2 and iOS3, depending on the type of the device. On the Linux family 

platforms, the most adopted are Tizen4 and Android.  

2.4.2 Middleware layer 

The middleware layer can be subdivided in system architecture, system services and 

programming abstractions.  

System architecture: In terms of system architecture, middleware design can adopt 

either top–down or bottom–up design depending on the system model and application 

                                                        
2 http://www.android.com/ 

3 https://www.apple.com/ios/ 

4 https://www.tizen.org/ 
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requirements. A top–down approach describes the system functionality at a very high 

level gradually refining the design at each step, until the detail is sufficient to allow cod-

ing (e.g. Gaia, Aura and One.World). Within a bottom–up approach, the design process 

begins with several small parts and gradually composes them to build the whole system 

(e.g. PICO). Hybrid approaches are also used in the literature (e.g. PICO) 

 Additionally, the system architecture concentrates on the mode of system control 

and interaction among system components. The mode of system control can be either 

centralized or decentralized. In centralized control, a core component controls the de-

vices and makes decisions on their behalf (e.g. Gaia, Aura and One.World). Consequent-

ly, certain functions in the central entity are responsible for free resources in other enti-

ties. However, centralized systems have a single point and consequently data is stored 

only in a central entity. In decentralized control, no device takes a final decision; in-

stead, multiple devices work collaboratively in order to reach a global decision. As an 

example, CORTEX project used this approach (Biegel and Cahill, 2004). 

In terms of interaction, systems depend on mostly in two communication mecha-

nisms: messages passing and publish/subscribe (pub/sub). The message passing is a 

direct interaction paradigm, in which communication is made sending messages 

straight to the recipients (e.g. PICO, Gaia). On the other hand, publish/subscribe is an 

indirectly interaction, where the subscriber register for some events and asynchronous-

ly receives messages (e.g. CORTEX, Aura). 

System services: System services comprise the core functionalities of the pervasive 

middleware systems. The principal function is to provide support for application de-

ployment and execution, including devices and network management. Common services 

include: 

 Communication management: responsible for providing abstract interopera-

bility among peers, devices and server; 

 Context management: responsible for contextual data acquisition, processing, 

and derivation of higher-level contexts and context dissemination; 

 Service management: responsible for service discovery and service composi-

tion in AmI environments; 

 Security management: responsible for ensuring correct functioning of the 

system and ensures protection of user information. 

This way, system services provide implementations to achieve the abstractions 

of programming abstractions. 

Programming abstractions: Programming abstractions define the interface of the 

middleware to the application programmer. The goal is to separate the development of 

the applications from the operations in the basic infrastructures. Three aspects are in-
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volved in developing the programming abstractions: abstraction level, programming 

paradigm, and interface type.  

 The abstraction level refers to how the application programmer views the sys-

tems, providing facilities to the development of applications. It can be based in node or 

system level approach. In the node level, the pervasive environment is abstracted as a 

distributed system consisting of a collection of heterogeneous computing devices, and 

provides programming support to individual devices in their actions and cooperation 

facilitating the development of applications with increased flexibility (e.g. Aura, COR-

TEX). On the other hand, the system level abstracts the environment as a single virtual 

system, allowing the programmer to express a single centralized program into sub-

programs that can execute on local nodes facilitating the abstraction of the nodes be-

haviour (e.g. Gaia, One.World). 

 The programming paradigm refers to the model of programming the applications. 

They are divided into context-based, component-based and decentralized interaction 

based. In the context-based model, triggering events take place through context changes 

(e.g. One.World). For the component-based model, the application is composed of sev-

eral component modules (e.g. Aura, Gaia). Finally, the decentralized interaction-based 

model uses multiple programmable smart entities interacting using some rules (e.g. 

CORTEX). 

Finally, interface type, refers to the style of the Application Programming Interface 

(API). In fact, programming abstraction is embodied in the programming interface. Per-

vasive applications require different programming interfaces based on the underlying 

system architecture and functionalities (e.g. discovery, communication, events). 

2.4.3 Application layer 

In this layer is where the reactions to context changes are implemented. The client ap-

plication is implemented on top of the middleware layer providing the users with ap-

propriated solution in terms of environment such as home, hospital, classroom, etc. The 

crucial challenge for developers is to implement applications that continuously adapt to 

highly dynamic environments and continue to function even if people move through the 

physical world (Grimm et al., 2004). More details about context-aware applications are 

presented in the next section. 

2.4.4 Context Aware Applications 

The development of context-aware applications is supported by the use of context man-

agement systems that implement different operations. This support is provided through 

exposing functionalities (e.g., via API) that can be invoked by applications. In Chen 

(2003) they separate context-aware applications (CAA) in active and passive. Active 

context-awareness comprises applications that change according to the discovered con-
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text. On the other hand, passive context-awareness comprises applications that present 

new or updated context to the user, letting him choose to utilize this information in dif-

ferent ways. To be able to understand the operational aspects of CAA, it is important to 

analyse the existing applications on the different domains (Chihani et al., 2011). The 

following is a limited list of CAAs taken from different domains related to the thesis sub-

jects: 

 Location-Based Services: it is one of the most developed application type nowa-

days (e.g. Foursquare). The idea is assist people to locate their friends and inter-

esting places for visiting or where meet friends. 

 Context-Aware Communication: this type of applications applies knowledge of 

people's context to reduce communication barriers. Most scenarios are based on 

non-verbal and electronic communication services (e.g. SMS, chats and e-mail) 

 Context-Aware Recommendation Systems: aim to recommend a service or product 

to a user based on his context. It is also identified as recommender systems, 

which combines collected data from users (about products rating, preferences, 

etc.) to predict the most relevant product or service to a user or a group.  

 Essentially, the goal is to provide applications that meet user expectations by ac-

tions/suggestions that an application should apply in a given situation. 

2.5 Context Information in Groups 

According to Kalatzis et al. (2013), group context information in pervasive systems is 

not new, as the first approaches have been discussed as early as the year 2000. Group 

context involves all the knowledge relating to the group, including group composition, 

rules, roles, goals, strategies, coordination procedures (Brézillon et al., 2004). Conse-

quently, a step towards this integration is the employment of group or community con-

text awareness. 

 Recently, Schuster et al. (2013) recognized the importance of the existence of a 

taxonomy, introducing a classification to pervasive social context along the dimensions 

of space, time, people, and information source. It is important to take into account not 

only the characteristics of the group, but each participant as well. In Kalatzis et al. 

(2014) they propose a middleware to manage user and community context throughout 

the entire life cycle of context data. In any case, the heterogeneity of context data com-

bined with the introduction of group context information increases the complexity of 

processing data in terms of storage, modelling and reasoning. 

 Research on context aware systems capable of support dynamic community man-

agement in large scale is still in initial stages. While research efforts have been conduct-

ed on a group context, support for conflict resolution context, or for inheritance of con-

text information across hierarchical communities is still a challenging task. 
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2.6 Pervasive Communities 

According to Wenger (2002), a community is spontaneously built and legitimizes vari-

ous degrees of participation of (new) people based on its internal rules. The degree of 

participation of a person or actor is proportional to its distance to the centre of the 

community, physical and/or logical (Cabitza et al., 2006). In pervasive computing realm, 

this assumption requires technologies able to recognize and support participation of its 

users in the different kinds of grouping living in its space. 

 Social awareness plays an important role in order to create a group of users that 

cooperates effectively and successfully, especially in a smart space (Wang et al., 2010). 

Considering this, pervasive systems and smart spaces should enable users to create 

static groups of interest to share common goals and tasks or even take part in dynamic 

groups. Dynamic groups allow membership through suggestions to the user, based on 

criteria specified by a given particular community (Taylor, 2013). 

 Several criteria can be employed to form a community of individuals or organiza-

tions, such as sharing same geographic location, having same or similar preferences, 

sharing some interest or share forms of social relationships. People with shared criteria 

may belong to a common community of smart space or group. The criterion to join a 

community can be given by automatic or manual fashion, depending on the user’s pref-

erences. Figure 2.4 illustrates a set of smart spaces A, B, C, D and E sharing some specific 

criterion, forming four new communities. For instance in an educational scenario of E-

learning, each community can represent students in different undergraduate programs 

but attending same courses (e.g. seminar). These communities enable individuals to 

advertise skills to their groups based on expertise levels or research areas in common. 

With all the formed groups, it is possible to apply communication and interaction mech-

anisms with CSCW solutions. 
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Figure 2.4: Five Communities of Smart Spaces to form four communities 

 Grouping individuals have always been a subject of study in CSCW (Computer 

Supported Cooperative Work) and Social Computing fields. In Rheingold (1993), he de-

fines the term virtual community as “social aggregations that emerge from the Internet 

when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient hu-

man feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace”. This concept is 

translated to smart spaces as a group of people who share an interest, a craft, and/or a 

profession. People who participate in such communities learn the accepted work prac-

tices, interact with each other and can become more productive.  

 Most studies approaching groups in pervasive environments available in literature 

are based on Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). PICO (Pervasive Information Community Or-

ganization), Kumar (2003) presents a framework with the objective to create pervasive 

communities that can collaborate proactively in areas such as telemedicine, the military 

and crisis management. This framework aims to achieve a sequence of events that can 

lead to the creation of communities. The framework can detect unusual activity from 

devices (PDAs, mobile phones and computers) and individually recognizes the occur-

rence of an extraordinary event. In Kim (2006), it is proposed a context ontology build-

ing an organizational architecture composed by society, community and members. They 

identified four requirements to form cooperation systems and ubiquitous environ-

ments: context-aware, role-based interaction, organizational structure and dynamism. 

 Recent approaches attempt to tackle the problem of pervasive communities sup-

porting also in mobile users. The POPEYE project approached spontaneous virtual 

communities that can be formed in a P2P fashion for collaborative work (Meyer et al., 
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2011). However, its main project focus is in transport issues, lacking in services integra-

tion and social computing. In Foell (2007) they proposed a framework to form commu-

nities according to users’ interests and participation. The proposal applies recommen-

dation and personalization algorithms to perform self-organization based on online so-

cial sites. Nonetheless, the work only encompasses the context originated from online 

social sites, not providing management for face-to-face communities and integration in 

pervasive environments. 

 The SOCIETIES project introduced the notion of a Cooperating Smart Space (CSS) 

to define the merging of social computing and pervasive computing (Jennings et al., 

2014). Each CSS consisted of multiple devices, both mobile and fixed, owned by a single 

user, which can interact with other pervasive communities whenever possible. Each 

community offers several characteristics to its CSSs, such as a set of shared resources 

and services enhanced by additional functionalities provided by others members of the 

same communities (Doolin et al., 2012). Members of a pervasive community interact 

with a CIS via their own personal CSS. A pervasive community, once constituted, forms a 

Community Interaction Space (CIS) in which individuals may belong to any number of 

pervasive communities (CISs) simultaneously. Figure 2.5 illustrates the CSS architecture 

presenting an overview of the core services. The CSS platform developed within the pro-

ject has a layered architecture with each layer providing various functionalities to ena-

ble pervasive behaviour. 

 

Figure 2.5: Cooperating Smart Space layered functional architecture (Doolin et al., 
2014). 

 The focus of the platform is to facilitate creation, organisation and management of 

communities, providing better experience for individuals and the communities. The 
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platform architecture supports mobile and/or desktop devices. Each platform compo-

nent is responsible for a specific task, providing functionalities via APIs for internal 

components and third party services.  

 The node layer of the platform manages inter/intra CSS communication, device 

management and service discovery. The CSS layer provides intelligence and self-

improvement, privacy and security, context management, service provisioning and so-

cial network connection. The CIS layer comprises the CIS management, community per-

sonalisation, community context management and community learning. Multi CSS/CIS 

layer operate for a wider group of stakeholders, offering federated search and domain 

administration functions and require multiple CSSs or CISs. The Domain Authority man-

ages the identities of CSS and CIS. The CIS and CSS directories enable searching for CSSs 

and CISs, based on specific criterion. CIS recommendation is responsible for suggesting 

communities (CIS). Service Market Place provides access to a repository of installable 

third party services. 

 In addition, the platform provides an administration GUI through which the CSS 

owner can manage the behaviour of the platform, the devices within their CSS, their 

communities and the sharing and consuming of services. Besides the components de-

scribed, the platform provides a set of APIs that allow third party services to be built on 

top of it.  

 The notion of pervasive community of interests can provide a different impact in 

the CSCW field. The CSCW can take advantage of pervasive communities in several sce-

narios as described in the next section, in which users with the same degree of similari-

ties can form collaborative sessions.  

2.7 Motivating Scenarios in Enterprise Domain 

Muller et al. (2012) highlight several critical dissimilarities in communities regarding its 

study domain. The authors delineate three main differences concerning context interac-

tion. First, an enterprise domain provides a shared context in addition to the context of 

the community, which can contribute to a level of trust and common ground. Secondly, 

enterprise communities are likely to be business-focused, leading to different content 

and perhaps styles of discussion. Thirdly, companies that require authenticated access 

and use of real names eliminate anonymity and provide greater transparency. In order 

to understand the aspects of pervasive communities and its practical use, we developed 

and analysed two different enterprise scenarios.  

Originally inspired by problem faced by small groups collaborating, we proposed 

two illustrative scenarios in which context-aware can support CSCW applications on 

pervasive communities (Lima et al., 2012).  
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2.7.1 Newspaper Scenario 

In a journalistic scenario, there are different expertise profiles of employees, which of-

ten interact in different levels of tasks and hierarchy. Editors, reporters, photographers 

and freelancers can belong to a global pervasive community called the "Daily Times 

Press" that includes the whole editorial and all the subsequent sections.  

 The employees are also members of the internal newspaper social network, ena-

bling them to share and follow professional content, available only for subscribed com-

munities in the editorial. Each employee can be part of sub-communities, grouped by 

their work section in the newspaper (e.g. sports, finance), receiving only information 

relevant to their activities. These areas of interests reflect directly in the sub-

communities, in which the interaction within the members is done with less privacy 

restriction and more information access level than the larger community of "Daily 

Times Press”. This distinction among sub-communities enables content and context in-

formation to be exposed differently for each smaller community. For example, in a pho-

tographer’s community who work for multiple sections of the newspaper, it is desirable 

that content related to photos is disseminated primarily to this group. With 

the formation of these communities, members can automatically share their content 

(wiki comments, posts) and resources (printers, projectors). 

 Through the interaction among members and respective communities, it is possi-

ble to acquire context information, interests and preferences of the community and each 

participant. All this information can be used by the system, which can predict and take 

decisions automatically. Based on the member’s behaviour it is possible to take into ac-

count all their professional agendas to auto-schedule meetings suiting every-

one, present relevant information related to activities in mobile phones, invite members 

to join tasks based on profile skills.  

 Besides the newspaper static communities, formation of dynamic communities on 

the fly, especially to perform a common task in a short period is important. This type of 

situation is frequent in many companies, where it is setup a smaller group of individual 

and ungroup those after the goals are reached. In a practical example, a dynamic com-

munity of reporters and photographers can be formed to cover a given journalistic 

event.  

 Typically, in journalistic situations, the crews are often in the street, without op-

portunities to conduct face-to-face meetings. Through smart devices (e.g. digital camer-

as, tablets) it is possible to make available pictures, videos, interviews and other con-

tents about the event in real time to the community members such as editors and others 

reporters. This fast availability of content allows editors to start working on the news 

story very quickly for publication. Pictures taken on location can be sent with geotags to 

the newspaper cloud. Audio and video content such as interviews can also be treated in 

the same way; sent and stored in the newspaper cloud services with geotags and 

timestamps.  
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 The choice of a conferencing tool is important in cases where mobile collaboration 

is needed between the reporters, who are out covering up facts and editors who are 

preparing the newspaper section in the office building. Estimation of collabora-

tive tools like chat, audio and video in these situations is very important in terms of lo-

cation. In addition, the conferences can be pre-scheduled or postpone taking into ac-

count the time and priority from reporters and editors agendas. 

 Service schedule, media storage and content management can be done in the edi-

torial cloud service, creating a rich history of content. In addition, each community can 

comment, publish articles, upload photos and record media generating a material 

for subsequent queries. This content also enables to find professionals through their 

skills and professional experiences for a given task. Information available from outside 

the editorial cloud such as social networking (e.g. Yammer5) and discussions, since it 

can contain professional context, may also be integrated as part of the material to enrich 

the newspaper searches. 

 The communities also can exchange information and content through inter edito-

rial communities, respecting the privacy level of individuals and communities. Today, 

with the relatively easy availability of mobile, it is possible to keep the employees aware 

of real-time activities, by subscribing services of the newspaper's cloud. Treating each 

community differently is important for the group and the members as well, where the 

preferences of participants can personalize community behaviour. 

2.7.2 Health Scenario 

In the local hospital the doctors, nurses and specialists belong to the same major com-

munity, called “St. Mary's Hospital” community. Each member of the hospital staff is 

grouped by specialty and/or specialized centres forming sub-communities.  

 The doctors are equipped with a smartphone/tablet that is carried all time on the 

hospital. All the notifications related to current patients are received in the doctors’ de-

vice depending on the community involved in care. The notifications can be information 

including laboratory analyses, electronic medical records (EMR), emergencies and 

availability of surgery rooms/devices.  

 Each community of medical professionals provides information such as presence, 

availability and indoor location for the St. Mary's Hospital community and the ER com-

munity. 

 Display screens are positioned in some hospital places to present information to 

the community members: e.g. to find other members in the building and what activity 

they are conducting. Personalized screens will show information based on the mem-

ber’s community. When a member stays in front of the display, the sensor detects his 

                                                        
5 https://www.yammer.com/ 
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presence and knows the communities, which he/her are inserted. All the community 

information exchanged between the devices and St. Mary's Hospital community is 

granted through security and trusted mechanisms.  

 Typically, EMR systems store and retrieve history of the patient, clinical analysis, 

x-rays, dates of appointments, etc. Each patient carries a radio frequency identification 

(RFID) in the wrist, which can be read by the mobile device, informing the patient's sit-

uation. Any new information from the patient sensors or clinical analysis is sent to the 

community in charge of the patient since his hospital check-in. 

 A central system orchestrates the medical ambient of the hospital. The environ-

ment, particularly surgery rooms and medical appliances (e.g. magnetic resonance im-

aging), is equipped with sensors that send information directly to the St. Mary's Hospital 

community. This capability allows for the allocation and schedule of resources as soon 

as available.  

 Daily procedures at the hospital demand temporary communities, which are to be 

formed dynamically. These dynamic communities can be formed for a surgery proce-

dure, diagnosis meeting and videoconferences, aggregating professionals from different 

skills. In surgeries for example, communities can be formed quickly to attend emergen-

cies, considering the availability and presence of the doctors. 

Videoconferences between doctors are set up using 3D cameras that allow for the 

use of augmented reality in the explanation of medical facts and techniques for disease 

treatments and surgery. The participants’ context can be used to present information on 

the screen (e.g. name of colleagues by face recognition, specialty). In the laboratory, 

medical residents can digitally tag equipment with information such as results/tips to 

help the next resident operate the device. These messages can be represented by air 

tags6, which users can visualize via tablet or smartphones with equipped camera. The 

St. Mary's Hospital community enables the prioritization of resources (e.g. medical ap-

pliances) and services, for the sake of emergencies. In addition, technical problems can 

be addressed quickly, by alerting automatically the technical community for the repair. 

2.8 Scenarios Requirements 

Below the features and challenges identified from the described scenarios are present-

ed. Some of them took place as functional requirements for CAFCA framework and it is 

discussed in Chapter 5. Table 2.1 presents the capabilities that the solution needs to 

support the features and the challenges associated with the newspaper scenario. 

 Table 2.2 presents the features, solutions to support them and challenges identi-

fied in the health scenario. 

                                                        
6 http://www.sekaicamera.com/ 
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Table 2.1: Features and Challenges of Newspaper Scenario 

Newspaper Scenario 

Features Supported by Challenges 

Community and 
sub-communities 

formation 

Static and dynamic groups based 
on social interaction. 

Use of group context-aware 

Recommendation algo-
rithms and group context-
aware sensing, decision-

making 

Automatic dis-
semination of in-

formation and 
resources in 
communities 

Broadcast information in the 
group. Resource sharing among 
communities based on context-

aware and preferences 

Group context information 
management in AmI. Identi-
fication of relevant individ-
ual. Decision-making and 

pro-activity behaviour 

Media con-
tent/history 

Media content management for 
communities, archive of content 

Content management based 
on group context-aware. 

Storage of massive content 
in cloud for AmI 

Adaptation and 
prediction for 
collaborative 

tools 

Context sensors, location aware-
ness, personalization of the tools 

by dynamic context. 

Reasoning and pro-activity 
behaviour for groups 

Communities par-
ticipation 

Suggestion, follows to individu-
als, communication among 

groups and social integration 

Recommendation systems 
based on group context-

aware. Integration with SNS, 
pro-activity behaviour 

Community man-
agement 

Intra/inter community commu-
nication, merging/split of com-

munities’ capability. 

Intelligent mechanisms for 
communities relationships 
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Table 2.2: Features and Challenges of Health Scenario 

Health Scenario 

Feature Supported by Challenges 

Community and 
sub-communities 

formation 

Static and dynamic groups based 
on social interaction. 

Use of group context-aware for-
mation 

Recommendation algo-
rithms, learning algorithms 

and group context-aware 
analyses 

Notifications re-
ceived by medical 

staff 

Intra/inter community communi-
cation. Context-aware groups and 

situational context 

Find relevant people and 
communities based on real-

time context. Pro-activity 
behaviour 

Presence and 
availability 

Location-aware and situational 
context 

Discovery of people through 
precision indoor location. 
Real-time state of the indi-

vidual 

Real-time patient 
information 

Group communication, dissemi-
nation, information management 

Group hierarchy manage-
ment in AmI, decision-

making algorithms and pro-
activity 

Medical ambient 
orchestration 

Management of devices, services 
orchestration in Ami 

Orchestration of people and 
devices for pervasive com-

munities 

Temporary com-
munities for activ-

ities 

Creation of dynamic groups on 
the fly, context-aware 

Auto-discovery people based 
on context. Context man-

agement lifecycle. Reasoning 
and pro-activity 

Videoconferences 
with social aug-
mented reality 

3D camera sensors, 3D micro-
phone, face and audio recognition 

Individual and group con-
text-aware filtering. Reason-
ing, pro-activity for group-

ware 

Augmented reality 
message tag 

Mobile device, user preferences. 
Present context related to a 

community 

Group context-aware, rea-
soning, social integration 
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2.9 Conclusions 

This chapter presented pervasive and context-aware computing to understand the core 

functionalities and operations of smart spaces, mobility and context-aware application. 

Features such as dynamic groups, communication channels and pro-activity can be ap-

plied in all the future scenarios described.  

 Several collaborative applications for different purposes can be deployed in these 

types of environments, such as conferences (including video, audio and chat), agenda 

scheduling, co-browsing, etc. Some of them are appropriate for communities of smart 

spaces scenarios and others are not. The inclusion of mechanisms for modelling, reason-

ing and pro-activity using context and social context can enhance the involvement of the 

members in collaborative activities as presented in the motivating scenarios.  

 Finally, the requirements refined from the enterprise scenarios motivated the de-

sign decisions for the CAFCA framework. Nevertheless, specific challenges for real de-

ployment of framework in the target environment moved to a conference scenario in 

the final evaluation. 
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3 COMPUTER SUPPORTED COOP-

ERATIVE WORK 

This chapter presents the theoretical approaches from the multidisciplinary field of 

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) for collaborative applications. CSCW 

studies the collaboration and coordination activities on distributed computers including 

the development of techniques for dealing with these interactions. The subsequent sec-

tions describe the types of collaborative applications, definitions and challenges in de-

sign groupware applications. Finally, the chapter introduces the social aspects and small 

groups involving CSCW. 

3.1 Introduction 

Until the 80s, most work on supporting groups using computer technology focused on 

supporting decision processes for collocated groups. With the advent of network tech-

nology, the attention shifted towards supporting group and teamwork at distance 

(Terken et al., 2007). 

 The growing demands for geographically distributed work raised the need to de-

velop a variety of collaborative environments or systems. CSCW is the generic name for 

computer-based systems that support groups of people in a common task or goal, 

providing an interface for collaborative environments (Nielsen, 1996). Users in a col-

laborative environment are generally a group of people with similar tasks and needs. 

Typical groupware applications have become increasingly widespread in all fields of 

research and industry, both for work and learning. By nature CSCW is a multidiscipli-

nary area and grew out of research in fields like sociology, anthropology, informatics, 

artificial intelligence, cognitive science and social psychology (Stahl, 2011). 
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 There are several classifications for collaborative applications available in litera-

ture. One of the most popular categorizations is regarding temporal and spatial features 

(Ellis et al., 1991): 

 Space: refers to geographical distance that separates users from application. 

For example, members of a meeting can be at the same place or be located in 

a different place. 

 Time dimension: characterizes the type of interaction among the us-

ers. Group members can interact at the same time, where the actions of par-

ticipants are immediately transmitted to others. This type of interaction is 

called synchronous. Group of users interacting at different times is also pos-

sible, in which the actions occur in a period. This type of interaction is known 

as asynchronous. In this case, it is important the group’s activities be saved 

permanently, enabling members to visualize actions history performed be-

fore their arrival. 

 The table below shows the time/space matrix.  

Table 3.1: Time/Space Matrix (Johansen, 1988) 

 Synchronous Asynchronous 

Same Place Face-to-Face Interactions Continuous Task 

Different Places Groupware 
Communication + Coordi-

nation 

 

 Same time/same place: Decision rooms, single display, shared table, room-

ware; 

 Same time/different place: Video-conferencing, messaging (IM, e-mail), vir-

tual worlds, Multi-user editors, shared screen; 

 Different time/same place: Shift-work groupware, public display, physical 

bulletin board; 

 Different time/different place: Wiki, blogs, version control, group calendar; 

Nevertheless, according to Grudin (1994), there are numerous criticisms with re-

spect to this classification and several proposals have been developed to refine this 

along the years. This way, some authors prefer to use a classification by application 

fields, which is a list of functional categories used to group collaborative applications.  

The next section presents in details groupware to provide support for group col-

laboration. 
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3.2 Groupware 

Groupware or collaborative software are digital technologies used for supporting coop-

erative interactions in formal activity context alike schools, institution and organiza-

tions (Lugano, 2010). Thus, groupware is the main artefact to provide help to people 

involved in a common task to achieve their goals and typically, the users use more than 

one application at time. Collaborative work environment (CWE) is the concept of using 

different collaborative applications to produce a single environment. The goal of these 

environments is to promote collaboration by providing mutual awareness, communica-

tion and coordination (Farshchian and Divitini, 2010). For instance, commercial suites 

that cover these environments are Adobe Connect1, Cisco WebEx2 and Oracle Bee-

hive3. Nevertheless, one of the major challenges in these type of environments is to an-

ticipate the needs of their users in different collaborative situations (Gomes et al., 

2011).  

Below are presented examples of groupware that compose most collaborative 

work environments: 

 Instant Messaging applications: Widely utilized by certain groups of users, in-

stant messaging (IM) enables debate in real-time via text messaging, in any 

subject of interest of their members. Particularly cases in collaborative sce-

narios are present in dedicated games servers (Second Life4, World of 

Warcraft5) and for internal communication in companies and institutions. 

Examples of such applications tools are Skype6, Jabber7 and Google 

Hangouts8.  

 Chat Rooms applications: Just like in IM, exchanged information is sent via 

text messaging. Most IM applications allow the user to create chat groups to 

discuss about a specifically subject. In addition to the already familiar IM 

tools, there are Facebook Messenger9, Internet Relay Chat (IRC), and Tox10 

amongst others. 

                                                        
1 http://www.adobe.com/products/adobeconnect.html 

2 http://www.webex.com/ 

3 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/beehive/ 

4 http://secondlife.com/ 

5 http://www.warcraft.com 

6 http://www.skype.com/ 

7 http://www.jabber.org 

8 http://www.google.com/hangouts/ 

9 https://www.facebook.com/about/messenger 

10 http://tox.im/ 
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 Conference applications: Conference applications can use both video and au-

dio in real-time for discussions about a subject in common. Some applications 

of this type include Microsoft Lync Server11, Citrix GoToMeeting12 and Apache 

Openmeetings13. 

 Co-browsing applications: applications for co-browsing enable a group of us-

ers navigate the Web content together, each one on their own computer. 

Examples are LiCoB (Santos et al., 2011), CoLab (Jesus Hoyos-Rivera et al., 

2006), and Collaborative Web Browsing (Franke and Cheng, 2013). 

The evolution of hardware technologies, software combined with the continued 

maturation of the Internet and ubiquitous computing, provided intensive use of ad-

vanced applications and services, creating serious implications for the CSCW matrix 

(Schneider et al., 2012). CSCW needs to deal with new paradigms as social web, ubiquity 

and crowds to pursue a 'CSCW 2.0' model. 

Through hardware improvements, this achievement was possible due to wireless 

networks (Wi-Fi, LTE) and positioning technologies (GPS, RFID), while the evolution of 

software came through the Web 2.0. New technologies such as HTML5 and WebRTC are 

also enabling substantial advances in developing complex web applications for video, 

chat and P2P communication. The HTML5 is a new specification for WWW and is ex-

pected to be a strong candidate for cross-platform mobile applications. WebRTC14 (Web 

Real-time communication) is a framework that lets Internet users communicate in real 

time via video/audio by using a compatible browser without installing additional 

plugins. For each device (computers, smart phones) with an installed browser, it is pos-

sible to perform peer-to-peer real-time communications natively, for instance, video 

and voice calls, chatting or instant messaging, file sharing and screen sharing (Amaral et 

al., 2014). WebRTC uses an API definition enabling real-time communications capabili-

ties via native JavaScript APIs. Thus, initiatives such as Matrix15 provide an open stand-

ard that enable the creation of services providing VoIP and IM using WebRTC and 

HTML5 as an alternative to XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol). XMPP 

is a communication protocol based on XML (Extensible Markup Language) and used 

widely over the Internet. 

                                                        
11 http://products.office.com/en-us/lync 

12 http://www.citrix.com/products/gotomeeting 

13 http://openmeetings.apache.org 

14 http://www.webrtc.org/ 

15 http://matrix.org/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface
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3.2.1 Asynchronous and Synchronous Communication 

Groupware applications with support for asynchronous communication and are usually 

denoted as messaging systems. These systems are utilized for the asynchronous ex-

change (i.e. do not occur at the same time) of messages with a relatively structured form 

and/or contents (Hinssen, 1998). Messaging is considered the most mature and diversi-

fied of groupware applications. This is exemplified by email and bulletin board systems. 

 On the other hand, conferencing systems belong to the class of groupware applica-

tions that are intended to support synchronous (real-time) communication. Each mem-

ber of a group, which can be geographically distributed, has access to a shared infor-

mation space. This is exemplified by audioconference and videoconference. 

3.2.2 Coordination 

Coordination refers to managing activities that occur synchronously and asynchronous-

ly on groupware shared among collaborators (Cabitza and Simone, 2013). In Grudin & 

Poltrock (2012) they argue that small groups or teams have interest to work together in 

real time, while communities prefer to communicate and share information asynchro-

nously. To support real-time collaboration across distance, features such as floor con-

trol and session management are desirable to facilitate coordination. While for asyn-

chronous coordination, tools as workflow management, case tools and calen-

dar/scheduling (Poltrock and Grudin, 1999). 

In a collaborative application, floors may be associated with shared resources to 

provide exclusive access. The user holding the floor is the one with the right to control 

the associated resource. Floor refers to the need for coordinating activities occurred in 

synchronously cooperating applications among actors. For example, in audio confer-

ences, the floor control mechanism can avoid too many persons from speaking simulta-

neously. Consequently, only authorized users can talk-and-listen in a conference while 

the others can only-listen.  

Several floor control mechanisms have been proposed for conferencing, including 

the use of a centralized chair to control the floor, by election, by user’s role (e.g. lecture 

speaker), and by some simple policies such as First-Come-First-Served, Least-Recently-

Served to prioritize floor requests (Joung and Chien, 2008).  

In addition, another possible behaviour is to combine floor control strategy for in-

tegrated collaborative applications among two or more applications, to assure that the 

users have the same permissions granted in all applications. 

In order to provide organization among multiples users, objectives and group 

work relationships; a collaborative session must support formal or informal meetings 

for work cooperatively. Edwards (1994) defines a session management as the process 

of starting, stopping, joining, leaving and browsing collaborative situations across the 

network. The author also states that session management takes two practises: explicit 
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and implicit. In an explicit session, the participants in collaboration are required to take 

some action when joining a session. The explicit sessions can follow two approaches: 

 Initiator-based: consists in a sequence of dialogs that an initiating user per-

forms to invite other users to the collaborative session, with the invited us-

ers accepting or rejecting the invitation 

 Joiner-based: comprise in the initiating user creating a new session, making 

other users that want join him to browse the list of current active sessions.  

 Moreover, the author discusses the practicality in situations where a high degree 

of formality exists or a natural name for the activity exists. 

 On the other hand, an implicit session is based on activity information, where the 

system must be aware of what are the current activities running across the network, 

users and the applications that they are currently engaged. In this way, the system 

would simply detect the potential for collaboration when multiple users are working on 

the same object, establishing a session without the need for session creation, naming, 

and browsing lists of sessions. This practice is indicated for serendipitous and transient 

collaborations as opposed to planned and long-term formal collaborative sessions. 

3.3 Social Aspects in CSCW 

The collaboration support is exclusive to providing technologies and tools, but is also 

about shaping socio-technical systems according to Koch (2008). More recently Stahl 

(2013), approached CSCW and CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning) 

studies taking into consideration the social aspects and categorised it in three levels: 

individual, small-group and community units. Albeit the author does not approach per-

vasive computing, the analysis is also interesting for both fields as exemplified below: 

 Individual: It is based on the principle that the individual constructs his/her own 

understanding of the reality. The individual uses resource and he/her experienc-

es; 

 Small groups and group teams: In small groups, the members usually know each 

other. A group collaborates to achieve a common goal and it is highly focused. 

E.g. software development team, conference program committees, research pro-

ject teams. 

Group teams can be considered part of small groups however they have some 

particularly differences. Generally, they are geographically distributed and have 

hierarchical management structure. Both small groups and group teams have a 

strong need for communication. E.g. companies, governments, non-profit organi-

zations; 

 Community: In terms of characteristics, the members usually do not know each 

other. Nonetheless, they have common interests or preferences with loose inter-

actions. E.g. citizens, newsgroups, auction participants; 
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 The figure 3.1 represents our point of view of interactions among the parts for 

CSCW and pervasive computing.  

 

Figure 3.1: Interactions among the parts for CSCW and pervasive computing 

 The author highlights that although cooperative work may be coordinated across 

large communities of practice, tasks are typically accomplished by small groups. Using a 

similar approach, we adapted some of the terminologies and present table 3.2.  

  

Community

Small Group 

Individual 

Computers

CSCW 

Pervasive

Computing
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Table 3.2: Terminology for phenomena at the individual, small group and com-
munity levels of description. Partially adapted from (Stahl, 2011) 

Level of descrip-
tion 

Individual Small group Community 

Role 
Person/worker/ 

student 
Group participant 

Community mem-
ber 

Adjective Personal Collaborative Social 

Object of analysis Mind Discourse Culture 

Unit of analysis 
Mental representa-

tion 

Utterance response 

pair 

Socio-technical 
activity system, 

mediating arte-
facts 

Form of 
knowledge 

Subjective Intersubjective Cultural 

Form of meaning Interpretation 

Shared understand-
ing, joint meaning 
making, common 

ground 

Domain vocabu-
lary, artefacts, 

institutions, 

norms, rules 

Learning activity Learn Build knowledge Science 

Communication Thought Interaction Membership 

Mode of construc-
tion 

Constructed Co-constructed 
Socially con-

structed 

Temporal struc-
ture 

Subjective experien-
tial internal time 

Co-constructed 
shared temporality 

Measurable objec-
tive time 

Tacit knowledge 
Background 
knowledge 

Common ground Culture 

Action Action Inter-Action Social praxis 

3.4 Awareness in Collaboration 

Awareness and awareness support systems in collaboration has been subject of studies 

since its origins. Various awareness classifications have been proposed in the past for 

CSCW (Gross et al., 2005) and social studies (Markopoulos, 2009) such as: situation 

awareness, task awareness, organizational awareness, objective self-awareness and so 

on . Almost all definitions focus on the awareness of user, rather than on systems or 

their environment. This can be contrasted to the concept of context-awareness that has 

also been studied in CSCW (Kulyk et al., 2008).  
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 While classifications by Gross et al. (2005), Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) are on 

the subject of CSCW, the definitions from Markopoulos (2009), Kulyk (2010) recently 

present concerns for a more social practice rather than only cooperative work. 

 In Gutwin et al. (1996) they propose a classification of awareness presenting a set 

of basic ideas considering the design of awareness support. The classification is repre-

sented by four types of awareness: workspace, informal, group-structural, and social 

awareness. In terms of collaborative awareness design, this approach is still relevant for 

several areas that can differ from medical to distributed software development as re-

viewed in Steinmacher et al. (2012).  

 Following the characteristics of awareness introduced in the conceptual frame-

work by Gutwin et al. (1996), it is present the concerns applied to the framework in this 

thesis illustrated by figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2: Types of awareness according to Guwin et al. (1996). 

Below the four types are described in details. 

 Workspace Awareness: The workspace awareness is the up-to-the-moment un-

derstanding of another person’s interaction with the workspace. It helps people 

move between individual and shared activities, provides a context in which it is 

possible to interpret other’s utterances, allows anticipation of others’ actions, 

and reduces the effort needed to coordinate tasks and resources. This includes 

real time changes that occur on distributed workspaces, presence, location and 

identity of the participants. 

 Informal Awareness: Refers to the general sense of who is around and what they 

are doing. This kind of information is typically related to presence awareness, 

since it is associated with technologies, such as IM and VoIP, which enable col-

leagues at distributed locations to be aware of who is online, offline, busy, etc. 

 Group-Structural Awareness: Group-structural awareness is related to the ex-

pertise of the collaborators based on the roles and responsibilities they assume. 

Group-Structural

Workspace

Informal

Social
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This knowledge is important in choosing with whom to start an interaction. 

Thus, roles and responsibilities awareness elements focus on finding out experts 

on a given subject. 

 Social Awareness: The social dimension creates opportunities to publish person-

al information helping to establish a shared context among users, with little or no 

chances to meet physically. This way, social awareness relies on knowing the 

work context of a person. This includes availability, social/personal information. 

Availability in this case differs from presence since it offers specific information 

about the possibility of being interrupted or not. 

 Importantly, the definition at the time did not consider context-awareness re-

search on sensor-based smart environments, but people awareness. Consequently, the 

term “awareness” in collaborative work has many disagreements as exposed in Karat et 

al. (2012). Oulasvirta (2009) quotes for example: “The boundaries among technology, 

human, and action have become blurred. Omitting social inference from the analysis 

may have led to the untenable conclusion that awareness can be almost anything”. Addi-

tionally, the author states: “The quest for an answer is fuelled by the on-going ubiqui-

tous computing revolution, which will soon warrant more imaginative and pervasive 

forms of awareness.” 

3.4.1 Awareness in different domains 

There are different domains for collaborative work, which implies that new domains 

mean new awareness behaviour and new requirements for awareness support. The 

domains can vary from home living, healthcare in homes and in hospitals, education, 

workplaces and many others (Karat et al., 2009).  

 Some important issues related to almost all areas are privacy and interruption. In 

the case of privacy, depending on the domain it may be desired. For example, the do-

mestic domain is very different from workplaces, where sharing personal information 

and intimate relationships are not disturbing. In Rittenbruch et al. (2007) they expose a 

concept of passive and active awareness which is very correlated to privacy. In active 

awareness, the users intentionally provide information to others and the system, while 

the passive system needs to consider only the information exposed by the user and the 

application to take decisions. 

Interruptions are other significant requirement in collaborative work. Sometimes 

the participants do not want to be distracted. Again, the domain will determine this be-

haviour. In cases such as crisis (Wood et al., 2012) and hospital/healthcare domains 

(Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen, 2012), this is not an option. In organizations and offices most 

conversations are unplanned, and hence can be potentially interrupted (Bardram and 

Hansen, 2004). 
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3.5 3C Classification of Supported Functions 

The 3C model created by Ellis and Wainer (1994) classifies groupware systems into 

three aspects: communication, coordination and collaboration. The model pursues to 

characterize cooperation in three different levels, depending on the intensity of the rela-

tionships between individuals and tasks performed. Communication or conversation 

comprises in the exchange of messages and in negotiations among people; coordination 

consists in the management of people, their activities and their resources; and coopera-

tion is the production that takes place in the shared workspace (Fuks et al., 2007). The 

factor is defined as the relation of distance between the placement of the groupware 

and the corners of the triangle illustrated in figure 3.3. This definition implies, for ex-

ample, that a chat can be seen as a communication tool that requires communication 

(exchange of messages), coordination (access policies) and cooperation (registration 

and sharing) (Cheaib et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 3.3: Classification of collaborative applications based on 3C model 
(Borghoff and Schlichter, 2000). 

 The 3C model is also used as an analysis tool for different purposes, design, evalu-

ation and implementation of collaborative systems (Fuks et al., 2008). Recently, a litera-

ture review done by Steinmacher et al. (2012) indicated that coordination is by far the 

most supported dimension of the 3C model, while communication is the less explored. 

According to Cheaib et al. (2011), the use of the 3C model it is not mandatory, but help-

ful as a guidance to analyse a groupware application domain. The authors also sustain 

that an optimal collaboration pattern is achieved when users initiate by a communica-

tion phase, then a coordination phase and eventually cooperation. 
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3.6 Context-awareness in CSCW 

Applying key concepts of coordination, communication and cooperation to pervasive 

environments is particularly challenging. It implies users that may move in the physical 

location and change their interdependences in terms of interaction (physical space) and 

cooperative application (logical space) (Cabitza et al., 2006). In this manner, a pervasive 

environment in collaborative activity is the composition of a physical space including 

devices and persons, with a logical space where persons perform some activity. 

 Context and context-awareness becomes an essential subject in design and realisa-

tion of many systems and a crucial factor for their success (Schmidt et al., 2004). Despite 

the combination between CSCW and context-aware systems is reasonably recent in lit-

erature, successful cases can also be found on mobile environments (Bardram and 

Hansen, 2010), web (Kulkarni et al., 2012; Sakurai et al., 2008) and others fields. Lately, 

CSCW context-aware applications have been extended beyond the desktop to different 

work settings and into the domain of mobile devices. Mobile devices are by default close 

to its users by its social nature. Johnson (Johnson, 2013), highlight the opportunities in 

research that mobile devices can bring into the CSCW area supporting “anyone, anytime, 

anyplace” concept. 

 In order to enable applications to adapt themselves to discovered context, context-

aware applications should be designed to discover and present contextual information 

that serves as resources for cooperative work (Schjørring, 2004). In Tripathi et al. 

(2005) for instance, the authors proposed a framework, classifying context information 

of CSCW applications into two categories: internal and external. The first is related to 

the execution of operations and reactions in a task. The latter is defined as different at-

tributes that are related to the environment such physical location, Internet domain or 

devices interacting with user’s environment.  

 However, according to Haake et al. (2009), several proposals have been made late-

ly to consider a more general interpretation of context to include non-physical aspects 

such as the user’s interests, tasks, or interaction behaviour. The authors also highlight 

that a generalized view of context and methods for use in adaptive interactive systems 

are still missing.  

 In this way, the approach is more significant for groupware, where the context can 

be seen not only from the perspective of the individual user, but be incorporated in the 

group as a whole. Michael Koch (2008) highlight the emerge of Web 2.0 and Social Soft-

ware fields towards support for collaboration activities. More recently, he complements 

with community attention, concerning that implementing a CSCW system means to de-

sign a complete socio-technical system, including organizational and social aspects 

(Koch et al., 2014). 
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3.7 Collaboration Environments 

There are several works oriented to improve integration flexibility of collaborative en-

vironments as discussed in Gomes et al. (2011). Four main approaches are identified for 

this: user-tailorable solutions, CSCW toolkits, middleware based solutions, and plat-

forms for integration of collaborative systems. The follow concerns the aspects of con-

text-awareness in groupware. 

 Different definitions of tailorability can be found in literature. Most of them focus 

on user tailorability defining that tailorable applications can be adapted and modified 

by each user in order to meet their different requirements. In CSCW, tailorability must 

concentrate on the requirements of the group task and the organization wherein the 

CSCW system is used. According to Mørch (1997), tailoring can be supported in three 

different levels: customization, selecting among a set of predefined configuration op-

tions; integration, linking together predefined components within or between applica-

tions; extension, improving the implementation by adding new program code. However, 

most of user-tailorable groupware tools support only the customization or integration 

level (Cheaib et al., 2008). As an example, the InContext project uses web services and 

semantic web technologies and provides a platform that captures diverse dynamic as-

pects of team collaborations. To date, many solutions are now focusing in web-based 

collaborative systems converging in Software as a Service (SaaS) concept. In a SaaS sys-

tem, vendors host applications on the web and deliver them via browsers to users, who 

perform and store their work online (Li et al., 2012). Examples include Cyn.in16 and 

Zimbra17. 

 CSCW toolkits facilitate the implementation of CSCW systems by providing reusa-

ble components and behaviours designed to be applicable in a range of circumstances 

(Dourish et al., 2000). As an example, Intermezzo is a collaboration support environ-

ment supporting the coordination information sharing, offering fluid interactions, user 

awareness, session management and policy control (Edwards, 2005). It addresses dy-

namic flexibility by allowing applications to adapt not just their own behaviour, but also 

the behaviour of the toolkit reacting to the changing dynamics of the world they run 

into. Toolkits may represent an interesting solution for helping the development of 

CSCW systems, as they promote the reuse of components. In general, to reuse compo-

nents of the toolkit, developers often need to implement very specific details of the 

toolkit in order to adapt it to the user needs (Pichiliani and Hirata, 2009). 

 Middleware-based solutions enable the integration of heterogeneous applications, 

mainly in distributed systems area. General integration solutions based on middleware, 

like CORBA, .NET and Enterprise JavaBeans. The emergence of web service has led to 

the development of general solutions for integration of distributed applications, due 

                                                        
16 http://cynapse.com/cyn-in/ 

17 http://www.zimbra.com/ 
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mainly to the use of open standards. As an example, the ECOSPACE project proposes an 

environment that relies on semantic web service technologies to support semantic de-

scription of collaborative services. Besides a semantic description of each service, a se-

mantic description of the composition of services is required to coordinate their orches-

tration. However, this part of the project remains at a design level.  

 Integrated Collaboration Environments (ICEs) purpose is the integration of differ-

ent collaborative applications into a single and easy-to-use operational environment 

(Fox, 2005). A platform for integrating collaborative applications aims to improve the 

combination and flexibility of the groupware. They focus on the integration of collabora-

tive functionalities provided by these applications while trying to define any semantics 

behind integration. In order to avoid considering application internals during the inte-

gration process (facilitating the integration of existing applications) some solutions 

propose a loosely coupled approach. This approach presents two main features: once 

integrated, collaborative applications preserve their autonomy, i.e., they can still be 

used as standalone application; the integration environment remains independent of 

integrated applications, and accordingly, applications can be integrated and detached 

from the environment without compromising its behaviour (Gomes et al., 2005). This 

last feature is particularly important considering the integration flexibility aspect. An 

example is the framework XML-based General Session Protocol (XGSP) (Kim and Fox, 

2011). The XGSP proposes the integration of conferencing tools based on SIP, H.323, 

and Access Grid18 standards. XGSP manager servers are in charge of controlling collab-

orative sessions. A different gateway is defined for each application type. Using a signal-

ling protocol based on web service, these gateways are employed to mediate the com-

munication between applications and XGSP servers. An important disadvantage is the 

fact that it only allows the integration of three standards cited. 

3.8 Conclusions 

Since the 80s until the turn of the millennium, groupware had been the exclusively form 

of social computing, while social software only recently was introduced by business-

oriented communities aiming at revitalizing the Internet (Lugano, 2012). Some authors 

argue that groupware and social software are incompatible, citing that the first is aca-

demic oriented while the last is business-oriented. According to Fuchs et al. (2010), 

groupware are traditionally developed to meet the needs and profiles of the collective 

group, instead social software typically provides an self-centred view of the individual 

social world. However, the synergies between areas can bring innovative aspects, where 

social relations can help the interaction among users. While social software seems to be 

contained in the CSCW area and is characterized by techno-centric definitions, social 

computing is more comprehensive, involving long date studies in theory and analysis of 

                                                        
18 http://www.accessgrid.org/ 
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social network. The next chapter present the social computing taking into account the 

other areas of the thesis. 
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4 SOCIAL COMPUTING 

This chapter presents the social computing and its techniques for social network 

analysis. Social computing studies technologies that consider social context, human 

interactions analysis in digital realm and the design of social computational systems. 

Subsequently the concept of communities of practices and small groups are de-

scribed. Finally, this chapter discusses theory of social network that can be applied in 

real-world applications. 

4.1 Introduction 

Social networks have been studied for years and are a research field in disciplines 

such as epidemiology, sociology, economics, and others (Narayanan and Shmatikov, 

2009). The area characterize social context by “Information relevant to the character-

ization of a situation that influences the interactions of one user with one or more 

other users” (Wang et al., 2010). 

 The growth of online social networks such as Facebook, Google Plus, Twitter, 

and so on has attracted the attention of computer science for social studies (Kossinets 

et al., 2008). Social computing has become also very popular field in the current IT 

industry, mainly due to the emergence of the Web 2.0. Through Web 2.0 it is possible 

to enable provision of content, goods and services in areas of life and business by an-

ybody and everybody (Taylor, 2008). However, the term is controversial and some 

authors just consider it a reuse of old concepts, while others a new philosophy 

(Koltay, 2010). 

 Social computing is defined as the use of systems to support online social inter-

action (Erickson, 2013). Wang et al. (2007) define it as “the computational facilitation 

of social studies and human social dynamics as well as the design and use of compu-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_life
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ting technologies that consider social context”. Thus, social computing is interdisci-

plinary by nature and includes other research domains of computer science such as 

groupware, social software and mobile social software.  

4.2 Social Capital 

Social capital1 represents the value a person gains from social ties that exist between 

individuals and groups. According to Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992), social capital is 

the “sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an individual or group by 

virtue of possessing a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships 

of mutual acquaintance and recognition”. Social capital is different from human capi-

tal, while human capital represents individual characteristics (attributes), the social 

capital benefits from relationships from his social networks (Monge and Contractor, 

2003). 

In literature, the human capital refers to the resources that individuals bring to 

the table such as their education and experience. Robert Putnam defines social capital 

as features of a society that help facilitate and coordinate actions within that society 

(Putnam, 2001). These features include social networks, norms of reciprocity, and 

levels of trust (Prell, 2006). 

By this definition, a more interlinked community has a stronger social capital 

and is more resilient to external pressures and challenges. Recent approaches are 

taken into account the social capital for computer science studies addressing: web 

based communities, virtual communities and social media (Forte et al., 2014; Koch et 

al., 2014; Schreurs and de Laat, 2014). Karat et al. (2012) highlight Putnam statement, 

contemplating a collaborative work perspective. He states that: “construction of social 

capital is an important feature for social organization and systems should support 

social relations, including norms, networks and trust that facilitate cooperation and 

coordination for mutual benefit”.  

4.3 Communities of Practice and Interests 

Individual context and social context of a person take into consideration situations 

determinate by time and space activities. While the individual context focuses on the 

person himself, the social context emphasis relies on social interaction distance. Con-

sequently, a group of people with a common interest or practice who share infor-

mation and/or network can be considered a community. 

 In line with anthropologist Wenger landmark work (Lave and Wenger, 1991; 

Wenger, 1998) a community of practices (CoP) is “groups of people who share a con-

                                                        
1
Coined by French philosopher Pierre Bourdieu 
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cern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge 

and expertise in this area by interacting on an on-going basis”. There are three struc-

tural elements of CoP proposed by Wenger in further studies (Wenger et al., 2002): 

 Domain: represents common ground where participants share their knowledge. 

 Community: is a group of people who interact together, facilitating building re-

lationships related to that domain. 

 Practice: is the specific knowledge that the community develops, shares, and 

maintains. In addition Gunawardena et al. (2010) state, that the nature of the 

tool that mediates communication impacts and alters their perceptions of the 

communication process as well, and how they perceive their social roles. 

A CoP develops among people who practise the same trade or share the same 

working conditions. The CoP emerges from collective activity and is the result of the 

involvement of individuals in the actions of a practice. For individuals, a virtual CoP 

represents a means of investing themselves in the social or professional definition of 

trade, to reinforce their identity, to enrich practice while contributing to the practice 

of the community (Henri and Pudelko, 2003). 

 Similarly, a community of interest (CoI) is a community of people oriented 

around a topic of common interest. The members take part in a CoI to exchange in-

formation, obtain answers to personal questions, improve their understanding of a 

subject, and share common passions.  

 Both communities are characterized not only by the interaction in a virtual lev-

el. From point of view of Fischer (2001), a CoP is considered an homogeneous com-

munity, which comprises practitioners with similar work. On the other hand, CoI are 

considered heterogonous. This means that CoI are formed from different CoPs mem-

bers for a common concern. 

 Communities of interest and practices have a variable lifetime. Some appear and 

disappear soon after their formation, while others can succeed for long times. Usually 

CoIs are more temporally than CoPs, since they are considered a community of repre-

sentatives of CoPs and takes place based on specialised topics of interest.  

4.4 Social Computing Classification 

Lately, the impact of social computing has been intensifying due to social software 

and social networks sites (SNS). The interest of groupware research in CSCL and 

CSCW for informal social interactions only recently has been subject of investigations. 

Following this basis, Lugano (Lugano, 2012) presented a classification of the existing 

social computing with scope not only in groupware but also in mobile social software 

(MoSoSo). MoSoSo refers to social software designed for interactions in mobile con-

texts. A classification, based on the work of Shirky (2005), took into consideration 
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static/mobile mediated interactions and formal/informal social relations. Table 4.1 

presents the classification that considers two dimensions: the style of social interac-

tion and the nature of interaction. 

Table 4.1: Suggested classification of social computing (Lugano, 2012) 

 Formal Social Interaction Informal Social Interaction 

Static Interaction 
Context  

Groupware Social software 

Mobile Interaction 
Context  

Groupware Mobile Social Software 

4.5 Social Media and Social Software  

Social media is a term associated to social practices of participants to create, share 

and comment among a variety of Internet applications. According to Lerman (2007), 

social media sites share four characteristics: users create or contribute content in a 

variety of media types; users annotate content with tags; users evaluate content, vot-

ing or passively by using content; users create social networks by designating other 

users with similar interests as contacts or friends.  

Some representative examples are: 

 Authoring tools: Blogs, Twitter 

 Collaboration tools: Wikis, Wikipedia,  

 Tagging systems: delicious, Flickr, Reddit  

 Social Networking Sites: Facebook, Yammer, LinkedIn 

 Collaborative Filtering: Amazon, Yahoo! Answers 

 Social media sites are constantly growing. Figure below presents a scheme 

called “The Conversation Prism”, which tries to illustrate all the present types of so-

cial media. 
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Figure 4.1: The conversation prism V4.0 by Brian Solis & JESS32. 

 The term social media is predominantly used by business and marketing, while 

social software invokes a scientific association. Social software application is 

a category of software that allow user to collaborate and communicate facilitating 

interactions. In Shirky (2005), the author also considers groupware as a social soft-

ware since it support group interactions. Examples of social software include instant 

messaging, chat rooms, forums, social network services, etc.  

 In terms of possibilities of using social software, Koch (2008) tries to classify 

social software similarly to the 3C model presented for CSCW (presented in figure 

                                                        
2 https://conversationprism.com/ 
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3.3). The figure 4.2 presents a software class’s organization. The approach has three 

core concepts: information management, identity and network management, and 

communication. 

 

Figure 4.2 Social Software Triangle (Koch, 2008). 

The model was originally planned for social software in enterprise 2.0 realms. 

Nevertheless, the model can also offer an overview to support collaborative work in a 

general manner.  

Many companies following the Web 2.0 trend started to adopt the same plat-

form, but instead focusing in the enterprise field. The enterprise 2.0 refers to the use 

and dissemination of the social software sharing philosophy among employees of the 

same enterprise, as well as beyond enterprise boundaries. Thus, an enterprise social 

software is seen as a component of enterprise 2.0, consisting of the use of social soft-

ware in a business context. 

4.6 Social Network Sites 

Online social networks platforms have gained much popularity due to Web 

2.0. The SNS are the most known from all social medias. This major trend is in part 

due to the development of applications, which led to differences in available services 

among existing social networks. These applications allow access to various types of 

information, such as profile, activities occurred, friend list, etc.  

Although, the existing SNS basic services and network model are very similar to 

each other, they not offer user privacy, user control and interoperability. To tackle 
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these technical issues, the web community has developed two solutions: API based 

solutions and Decentralised Social Networking Systems (DSNS) (Yeung et al., 

2009). There are initiatives such as OneSocialWeb3 and Diaspora4 to create open 

standards for communication among social networks, embracing the DSNS philoso-

phy. 

Another particular use of the APIs is to create mash-up applications. The mash-

ups objective is to combine data by one or many SNS to produce new client applica-

tions or web sites. This way, social media presents an opportunity to explore user's 

data to assist a variety of scenarios. 

4.7 Mobile Social Software 

Mobile social software (MoSoSo) is a category of mobile applications to support social 

interaction among interconnected mobile individuals. The term has its origins in so-

cial software and groupware (Lugano, 2007) . The author claims three important dif-

ferences between desktop and mobile environments: physical context, social context 

and distinction concerns. 

 The physical context moves from the desktop, where the user is static, to a more 

dynamic mobile context, which presents higher constraints to human atten-

tion. Subsequently it provides an opportunity for information or communica-

tion at anytime and anywhere.  

 The social context becomes broader, shifting from the group to the network 

concept, where boundaries cannot be easily identified. A mobile social net-

work is the social space determined by the MoSoSo application.  

 Distinction concerns are fundamental for MoSoSo applications. While MoSoSo 

applications are designed for usage in everyday life situations, collaborative 

applications aim at increasing productivity and teamwork. From this perspec-

tive, MoSoSo is more similar to social software than to Groupware applica-

tions. 

 Nevertheless, these notions overlap the smart space interactions concepts, 

which take into consideration user-to-user, user-to-resource and resource-to-

resource interaction (Gilman et al., 2013). In this manner, although the popularity of 

mobile groupware applications has recently been growing, most of these are merely a 

miniaturized version of their desktop ancestors (Farshchian and Divitini, 2010). The 

social interaction should not only be based on user-centred services such as SNS, but 

also consider physical context as an active participant of interaction. 

                                                        
3 http://onesocialweb.org/ 

4 https://joindiaspora.com/ 
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The SNS and location-based social networks are also present in mobile devices. 

Mobile Social Networking (MSN) comprises the use of contextually aware, pervasive, 

distributed computing, and sensor networks to bridge the gap between the physical 

and online worlds (Chin and Zhang, 2014). MSN enables to enhance the capabilities of 

more traditional SNS. The concept is not restricted only to SNS, but for applications 

that take into consideration mobility-related context, such as physical location and 

co-presence (Bellavista et al., 2013).  

4.8  Socially Aware Computing  

Recently the integration of pervasive computing and social computing resulted in a 

new emerging research field called Socially Aware Computing. While the concept of 

social awareness has been developed in the field of CSCW for years, the concept of 

Socially Aware Computation and Communication has only recently been raised by 

Alex Pentland (2005). This new paradigm promises to bring new focus on the design 

of new software methodologies, infrastructure, data analysis, and applications (Yu et 

al., 2013). The field aims to leverage the large-scale and diverse sensing devices that 

can be deployed in human daily lives to recognize individual behaviours, discover 

group interaction, and support communication and collaboration (Yu and Zhou, 

2014). 

4.9 Social Network Analysis 

Social network analysis (SNA) emerged as an important research topic in sociology, 

with first studies focused on the adoption of medical and agricultural innovations 

(Coleman et al., 1957; Valente, 1995). It is an interdisciplinary topic and has attracted 

researchers from psychology, anthropology, economics, geography, biology, and 

many others (Bonchi et al., 2011).  

The SNA sees social relationships in terms of network theory, consisting of 

nodes and ties (also called edges or connections). A social network comprises of a set 

of actors (nodes) and the relations (ties or edges) between these actors (Wasserman 

& Faust, 1994). The nodes are the individual actors within the networks, while ties 

are the relationships between the actors. 

This way, a social network is a map of specified ties between the nodes being 

studied. The nodes to which a person is connected are the social relationships of that 

individual. The network can be used to measure social capital of actors and conse-

quently the value that an individual develops from it. These concepts are often repre-

sented as a graph, where nodes are points and ties are lines. 

 The SNA uses a specific terminology to describe the components in graph: 

 Actor or node: is the social linked together according to some relation.  
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 Edge: represent a binary social relation. 

 Alters: are the actors to whom the ego is tied. 

 Ego: is the focal actor of interest. 

SNA studies are divided in ‘whole” and “ego” network approaches. Whole net-

work studies the relationship patterns between actors within a defined or bounded 

group. On the other hand, an ego network studies an individual or several individuals, 

egos, and all their direct connections (alters). 

Graph theory provides concepts and methods to analyse the structure of a net-

work. The graph term for conceptualizing network is mathematical object and not a 

diagram (Harary, 1969). 

Depending on the type of relationship, edges may be directed or undirected. In 

directed graphs, edges have direction and often referred to as arcs. Directed graphs 

are used to represent relational occurrences that have a sense of direction e.g., “is 

parent of”, “gives advice to”. The directed relations can be reciprocated. For example, 

in a certain group of people, every time someone gives advice to someone else, they 

receive advice from that person as well (Borgatti et al., 2013). In undirected graphs, 

the relations are not reciprocated. The edges do not have direction e.g. acquaintance 

ties. 

 In SNA, it is useful to distinguish the investigation in three levels: dyad, node, 

and the network. Dyad level is the fundamental unit of a network data collection and 

studies the relations between a pair of actors. In table 4.2, the notation O (n2) indi-

cates that the number of dyads in a network is of order n2, where n is the number of 

nodes in the network. 

  At node level of analysis, most of network-level node properties are aggrega-

tions of dyad level measurements. The number of nodes in the network is of order n. 

 At the network level, the analysis is focused in terms of connected groups. The 

number of objects in this level of analysis is n0, which means one. This means that a 

variable at this level of analysis will consist of a single number that characterizes a 

network as a whole (e.g. how densely connected it is). 
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Table 4.2: Types of network studies (Borgatti et al., 2013) 

 
Network variables as independ-

ent/explanatory 
Network variables as de-

pendent/outcomes 

Dyad level 
O (n2) 

Friendship between pairs of farmers 
to predict which pairs of farmers 

make the same decision about going 
organic 

Similarity of interests (e.g., sky 
diving) to predict who be-

comes friends with each other 

Node level 
O (n) 

Centrality in organizational trust 
network to predict who is chosen for 

promotion 

Extraversion to predict who 
becomes central in friendship 

network 

Network 
level 

O (n0) 

Shortness of paths in a group's com-
munication network to predict 

group's ability to solve problems 

Type of organizational culture 
(emphasizing either coopera-

tion or competition) to predict 
structure of the trust network 

4.9.1 Relations and Tie Strength 

Relationship is a specific set of ties among a set of actors. In most cases, there are val-

ues associated with edges. These values represent the strength of the tie, frequency of 

interaction or a probability. This applies to both directed and undirected network 

data. When considering tie strength, ties are not exclusively measured in binary terms 

as one for presence and zero for absence, but rather as ordinal valued data in which 

the value of the tie indicates how strong the tie is. Some examples of relations are: 

 Friendship (likes, friend-of)  

 Professional relations (boss-of, same team member) 

 Commercial relations (buys from, delivers to) 

 In a conventional social data set, each actor is described by attributes. Regularly 

there is interest in various actors’ attributes and in multiple types of ties that connect 

actors in a network. Actors may be tied closely in one relational network, but be quite 

distant from one another in a different relational network. The positions of actors in 

multi-relational networks and the structure of networks composed of multiple rela-

tions are some of the most interesting areas of social network analysis (Hanneman 

and Riddle, 2005).  

 Methodologies for working with multi-relational data are different from those 

working with single relations. Many interesting areas of work such as network corre-

lation and multi-dimensional scaling and clustering have been developed to work 

with multi-relational data (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). For example in the work of 

Wu et al. (2010), the authors examined two dimensions of relationships between col-

leagues: professional vs. personal closeness. The intention is to demonstrate how pro-

fessional and personal closeness can differ along strong and weak ties. 
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 Mark Granovetter introduces the seminal concept of tie strength in his study 

“The Strength of Weak Ties” (Granovetter, 1973). He characterizes ties as strong and 

weak. Strong ties are the individuals whose social circles tightly overlap with a cer-

tain node, while weak ties are the other way around. Nevertheless, weak ties have an 

important role in a diversity of social activities, from spreading a disease to finding a 

job. 

4.9.2 Clustering and Similarities 

Algorithms that analysis ties strength in social networks are usually implemented 

through programs such as UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002), Gephi (Bastian et al., 2009) 

or PAJEK5. While these software packages are capable of extracting complex clusters 

that are otherwise not apparent, they are highly dependent on the composition of the 

data matrices. Clustering is the notion that data can be classified grounded on their 

similarities. Data matrices can be gathered either directly from the data or inferred by 

sociologist. Multimodal matrices require complex inferences and implicit knowledge 

of the nature of the relations. Due the complexity in generating the necessary matri-

ces, performing the decomposition and determining similarities in traditional social 

network analysis is both a temporally and computationally expensive task (Chung, 

2006).  

 Another research area that makes extensive use of user similarity data is rec-

ommender systems. Collaborative filtering, one of the most common approaches, is 

based on similarity among users (Goldberg et al., 1992). Generally, user similarity is 

calculated based on input of users by rating a set of items in the system (Guy et al., 

2010).  

 Opportunistic social matching is a class of systems that matches users inde-

pendently of a user request. The matching is typically done based on shared interests 

and similarity found among individuals, where people are considered good matches 

with high affinity in common.  

 Differently from group recommender systems, social matching systems focus on 

suggest individuals instead of items.  

4.9.3 Groups and Small Groups Analysis 

According to Katz et al. (2004), group and small groups can be divided by two charac-

teristics: structural feature of a network and determined category or boundary in set 

of people (e.g., a corporation, students). In the first, the study of group formation re-

quires a set of criteria for classifying a given set of relations as a group. The authors 

state that although the definition of a clique (a fully connected or almost fully con-

                                                        
5 http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/ 
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nected set of relations) for group formation is straightforward for binary choices, the 

issue of choosing threshold values becomes more complex for rankings. However 

choosing threshold values is also more complex when it is desired to relax the bal-

ance theory (Katz et al., 2004). The second characterisation takes the context of net-

work analysis, typically used to compare patterns of intra-group versus inter-group 

category communication. The author also makes an analogy comparing group and 

small group in which small group would be collections with clearly defined bounda-

ries and membership. This way, members are viewed as belonging to one particular 

group (belonging to a particular social class or category), not as belonging to multiple 

overlapping groups. 

 Additionally, they highlight the challenges in applying network perspective to 

the domain of small groups mainly arguing that SNA to date has been static in nature, 

typically consisting of a one-time snapshot of the network ties and lacking of longitu-

dinal analysis. 

 In Sutcliffe (2005), based on the work of Arrow et al. (2000), makes a linkage 

between the theory of Small Groups as Complex Systems (SGACS) and CSCW for de-

signing and modelling collaborative systems. He argues how technology can support 

social aspects of collaboration, suggesting that SGACS theory can contribute to CSCW 

design. The scope of the concept is limited to small groups, which usually work with 

less than twenty members (Velozo and Sagara, 2010). Complex systems represent the 

science that studies how dynamics of real systems emerge from the interaction of 

individuals and their environment. The systems term is not related exclusively to 

computer science, but also others sciences ranging from ecology to engineering.  

 The SGACS theory presents taxonomies of groups for intra-group modelling (lo-

cal dynamics) and whole group modelling (global dynamics). The local dynamics pro-

vides an internal view of the group composed of actors, objectives, tasks, tools and 

communication channels. While global dynamics view to developing properties of 

whole groups such as social cohesion, motivation and effectiveness in achieving tasks. 

In this sense, the approach is focused social interaction in groupware systems. 

 When complex systems are utilized to adapt their behaviour in response to 

changes in the environment, they are classified as Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS).  

4.10 Dynamic Social Network Analysis 

Typically social networks analysis addresses the structure as a static graph, where it 

is either derived from a aggregation of data over the time or a snapshot of data at a 

particular point of time (Lin et al., 2009). Dynamic Social Network Analysis (DSNA) 

instead, studies temporal sequence, rate of communications, and the level of commu-

nication both locally and of the whole network. In other words, the nodes may appear 

and disappear and edges may tie or untie.  
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 Hence, social network analysis of complex and unknown relationships is diffi-

cult and can only be performed off-line. Consequently, the data is collected over a pe-

riod and then analysed using various graph theoretic techniques (Chung et al., 2006).  

 Research in social networks can employ two observational designs. Data can be 

collected at a single point of time (cross-sectional) or at multiple points in time (longi-

tudinal). Social network tend to exhibit patterns of temporal evolution which result in 

characteristic spatial and social temporal signatures (Chung, 2006). 

 Most of the solutions for identifying communities in DSNA make explicit use of 

temporal changes where communities tend to evolve gradually over time and not 

spontaneously (Berger-Wolf and Saia, 2006; Lin et al., 2008; Tantipathananandh et 

al., 2007). Differently for CSCW and small groups, this approach is not suitable since 

the collaborative nature, primarily in pervasive environments can occur spontane-

ously,  

 Techniques often applied in static analysis remove all of the dynamic attributes 

of the relationships and often only find the dominant and explicit activity. In addition, 

Chung argues that incorporating a real-time approach to DSNA can complement tradi-

tional analysis techniques. 

4.11 Conclusions 

The attention in social networking analysis has been emergent over the last years. 

The key research issues involving SNA for computational analysis includes modelling 

of social networks, identification of techniques and if required handle its dynamic 

nature. The context information derived from social networks was not properly ex-

ploited in most context aware applications currently in use. Context aware applica-

tions underlying on the user similarity from different sources is motivating rather 

than depending exclusively on single individual information. 

 The SNS provide opportunity to access detailed contextual information that is 

hard to achieve in other ways to combine both online and offline data. Furthermore, 

this level of information is becoming increasingly available, but analytical and compu-

tational tools are still missing in terms of collective concerns. 

 Social software and SNS focused on social-technical systems while the social 

network theory on social ties. By exploiting the homophily principle (inclination of 

persons to associate with similar others) it is possible to provide an opportunity to 

connect with other individuals (Lazarsfeld and Merton, 1954). 

 The next chapter presents the CAFCA framework that was developed to fulfil all 

requirements discussed in the scenarios of Chapter 2. It extends the existing ap-

proaches for supporting synchronous collaboration in pervasive computing environ-

ments taken into account the CSCW, social computing and pervasive communities. 
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5 CAFCA: DESIGN AND IMPLE-

MENTATION 

This chapter introduces the Context-Aware Framework for CSCW Applications (CAFCA). 

The proposed framework focuses mainly on social matching capabilities to session for-

mation and application adaptability for collaborative activities. Furthermore, the 

framework architecture is based on loosely coupled components to support modularity. 

This modularity facilitates the integration in complex systems and the use of third party 

services where changes in one layer will not compromise the others. Each layer ad-

dresses a well-defined part and the details are described in the following subsections. 

This chapter describes the architecture and framework in a bottom-up fashion. 

5.1 Introduction 

The CAFCA main objective is to support informal and social communication by improv-

ing the means of interaction. The framework was primarily developed to be integrated 

with pervasive systems or to be used as a subcomponent for third party applications. In 

pervasive systems, CAFCA can perform social matching of users and groups to manage 

pro-active behaviour on integrated collaborative applications. As a third party tool, the 

framework can perform social matching techniques to suggest small group users for 

other platforms. 

A number of requirements were identified to design CAFCA, partially to guide the 

development process of the architecture. The next section presents the architecture 

requirements to provide support for collecting, context modelling, organising and rea-

soning of context information. 
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5.2  Requirements Analysis 

The framework analysis consisted on functional, non-functional requirements and do-

main requirement. The scenarios described in Chapter 2 were the starting point for 

gathering the functional and non-functional requirements. These requirements are a set 

of prerequisites working as guidelines for development of software systems.  

The framework also took into consideration aspects from the analysis made in 

SOCIETIES project (Jennings et al., 2014) and is described in the next chapter. The pro-

ject followed a user centric design approach employing field studies, surveys, scenarios 

and participatory methods. CAFCA framework concentrated on the enterprise group 

study and focused on collaborative work as a domain requirement. 

The relevant user requirements concerning the framework from the project study 

were: 

 Provide different communication channels for different tasks and groups. 

 Users should be able to define the level of networking they are interested 

in, e.g. only interested in new contacts that are highly relevant to their own 

work focus. 

 Support a variety of devices, including mobile. 

 Devices should support as many services as possible. 

Privacy requirements were a point of concern when it comes to allow exchanging 

resources and using others application as stated by the users. However, most of them 

stated wiliness to connect to people who have similar interests, since there exists a sep-

aration between personal and work use of the context information. In this way, user 

data is secured and only exposed to authorised services and users. Privacy is generally 

approached by the pervasive platform and the framework does not cover this require-

ment. 

According to Roussaki (2011), scenarios and case studies have proven to be the 

most efficient ways to extract the technical and non-technical requirements within 

software-oriented projects. CAFCA adopted a four-stage process for scenario develop-

ment and requirement analysis: scenario generation; scenario decomposition into sce-

nario patterns; scenario evaluation, classification and filtering; analysis of scenarios that 

resulted in requirements specification (Lima et al., 2012). 

The following subsections detail the functional and non-functional requirements 

for CAFCA framework. 

5.2.1 Functional Requirements 

The functional requirements describe what the system must do; how to react to particu-

lar inputs and how to behave in some given situations (Gava et al., 2012). In the frame-

work case, the inputs are associated to the context information, while the outputs are to 
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the adaptation behaviour in a collaborative application. Below, the essential functional 

requirements of the solution are presented: 

 Support collaboration for co-located and non-collocated teams: The meet-

ings can occur in a variety of places and situations. Therefore, it is funda-

mental that the solution facilitates the communication in both cases. 

 Support for mobile and desktop devices: With the emergence of the 

smartphone and tablets, this implies to need support mobile and desktop 

devices. This takes into account the framework solution and collaborative 

applications. As a sub requirement, the framework should provide a GUI for 

the administrator and for collaborative applications; the users should be al-

lowed to choose any application adequate for the device and situation.  

 Find relevant users through use of context information: The approach 

should be capable to find participants based on the context information 

provided from the environment and the user social context.  

 Support of social context: The increasing popularity of mobile devices 

makes users to be connected physically and virtually with others. In sum, 

the solution should concern diverse possible forms of relationships and in-

teractions of the participants. 

 Context enrichment: Be able to extend the context information collected. 

This implies the enrichment of terms semantically and consequently in-

creasing/decreasing the similarity value of the terms. 

 Support integration with existing collaboration tools: This translates to 

support a variety of cooperative applications. The framework should sup-

port synchronous and asynchronous tools for communication. 

 Provide context awareness for collaborative tools: The system should have 

a pro-active behaviour to changes in context information. The framework 

must deal with the dynamic aspects of context information. 

 Establishment of appropriate communication channel: if a user joins a 

group and needs to collaborate with audio communication support, the sys-

tem should be able to choose the appropriate media for communication. 

 Enable user to be notified about adaptations: When end-users match a cer-

tain criterion, the potential participant should receive a notification ex-

plaining the reason for the recommendation. Since users may be confused 

when facing some adaptation (López-Jaquero et al., 2008). 

5.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

While the functional requirements describe what the system should do, the non-

functional requirements focus on what the system should be. The non-functional re-

quirements for CAFCA framework are: 
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 Extensible and modifiable: The system should be flexible to be able to increase and 

extend functionalities. For example, the CMS and NLP enrichment used by the 

framework may change. Facilitate adding and changing services are important.  

 Support scalability of integrated tools: the framework should support the integra-

tion with collaborative tools. Besides, these tools should run in parallel in order 

to provide flexibility to the user. 

 Reasoning and adaptation behaviour performances time should be acceptable by 

the users. 

 Reusability of the components: The framework should be designed aiming a varie-

ty of collaborative applications. 

5.3 Framework Architecture 

This section presents the context-aware framework for CSCW applications that was de-

veloped in order to enable context awareness in collaborative activities. In order to 

support separation of concerns the framework design is divided into three layers: mod-

elling of context information, the context interpretation and the runtime actions. The 

structure of the CAFCA framework architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1. A box repre-

sents each component with its subcomponents inside. The arrows represent the flow of 

the data from the bottom (context sources) until the top (the devices).  

 

Figure 5.1: CAFCA Framework high-level architecture 
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The architecture was modelled in UML language in Enterprise Architect 8 and 

programmed in Java 6 (J2EE) language using Eclipse IDE. As a database solution, CAFCA 

uses a graph database and section 5.5 describes in details. As external tool for verifying 

the graph results, Neoclipse33 and Gephi34 were used for visualization .The framework 

was developed as an OSGi35 bundle and a standalone application. The OSGi (Open Ser-

vice Gateway initiative) is a set of specifications that describes a service platform and 

dynamic component for Java runtime services. Bundles can be locally or remotely in-

stalled, started, stopped, updated, and uninstalled without requiring a reboot of the sys-

tem. These specifications reduce software complexity by providing a modular architec-

ture, life-cycle management model and a service registry mechanism to facilitate the 

service-oriented platform integration.  

5.4 Context Acquisition Component 

The context acquisition is the first layer of the framework and responsible for collecting 

relevant context information and prepare it to the subsequent layer. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, there are some relevant context categories depending on the scenario. Some 

of the categories that might be used include geographic location, current availability (in 

the communication tools), current computational (mobile/desktop) resources and pro-

fessional information. 

5.4.1 Context Subscription 

The context information is acquired via an external CB, which communicates with the 

context sources. The CB is a remote entity and responsible for gathering context infor-

mation from the users and the environment through heterogeneous sources that can 

range from mobile sensors to SNS. The mobile devices, for example, can provide loca-

tion, availability and resources. On the other hand, SNSs provide information related to 

user profile such as interests, professional position and expertise.  

 Technically, the CB provides the context consumers with a query interface for re-

trieving, adding, removing, and updating context data. The information retrieved from 

the CB is classified as long-term or short-term, depending on temporal characteristics. 

The long-term information is comprised by data that does not change often such as job 

position, areas of interests, skills. Alternatively, short-term context comprises data that 

changes frequently such as location and availability (e.g. user busy, away). This classifi-

cation needs to be made by the administrator in charge of the framework, which choses 

the suitable context information for applied environment and the temporal characteris-

tics.  

                                                        
33 https://github.com/neo4j-contrib/neoclipse 

34 http://gephi.github.io/ 

35 http://www.osgi.org/ 
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 Generally, pervasive systems have by default a specific component to manage con-

text, i.e. CMS, allowing it to capture and retrieve context information. The CMS acts as an 

intermediate layer between platform/3P context-aware services and the sources of con-

text information. Thus, the focus of the CAFCA framework can reside in the analysis and 

adaptation, abstracting the concern to deal with context sources providers. 

 All the context information can be checked automatically when an update event 

happens or periodically via awareness monitor of the framework. This procedure will 

depend on CMS capabilities and CAFCA framework will cover one or other. If the CMS 

connected to the framework provides subscription of event changes, then the frame-

work will react in real-time to these notifications. In case the CMS does not provide such 

functionality, the framework will periodically fetch from the CB for information chang-

es. The CB manages the interaction among components that gather contextual data and 

components or services that request the retrieval of context information from the con-

text database. Figure 5.2 illustrates the scenario of CAFCA connected to an external CMS.  

 For instance, the CMS in SOCIETIES consists of two bundles, namely, Context Man-

agement and Location Management. The Location Management component exploits 

IBM’s Presence Zone Server (PZS) functionality in order to determine the location of the 

user. 

 

Figure 5.2: Context subscriber component diagram. 
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the user if it grants permission to fetch and receive update about each specific infor-

mation. The permission can also be granted to a specific community or a third party 
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data or request in runtime. An important point is that personal information is only 

available in the user's client device. The platform only maintains information related to 

the communities in which the users are included. 

5.5 Context Interpretation Component 

The Context Interpretation component is responsible for modelling the knowledge and 

deriving the user data aiming to provide the adaptation layer with derivative knowledge 

for decision-making. 

 An important concern for context model is to sufficiently capture the targeted con-

text characteristics, support efficient query, retrieval and maintenance (Beamon, 2011). 

Moreover, the author argues that the popular OWL and others description languages are 

useful when the context expected involves inference on relationships between concepts. 

The benefits found in using these conceptual representations is when the knowledge 

base is necessarily large, where consistency maintenance and inference prove to be 

unmanageable using other techniques. In this way, small knowledge base and those in-

volving medium relationship inference justifies other representation and reasoning 

techniques, which are most appropriate. 

 In order to translate the data to the framework, this information is stored in a 

graph database. Although the context management systems have the purpose to store 

context information, the framework has to model it into graphs in order to perform the 

social network analysis. A graph database is a NoSQL (non-SQL or non-relational) that 

uses graph theory to store, map and query relationships. Differently from relational da-

tabases, NoSQL databases have a very efficient query time. 

 Each node in the graph designates an individual. The context information of each 

individual is used to assign edges on other nodes, representing relations existing among 

the users. These relations are based on the long and short-term context information. 

 The long-term information is associated as property of the person node as illus-

trated by figure 5.3. The short-term is associated to a new node that is created accord-

ing to demand. Each new node of short-term information stores the timestamp and the 

new information using the person node as root. This behaviour is very similar to an ac-

tivity stream, typically used by SNSs to maintain a list of recent activities performed by 

the users. In addition, the component keeps a history of short-term information. On the 

other hand, the long-term is not stored since the information change in most cases is not 

significant. This separation allows the layer to make decisions on how to link individu-

als from the same community and assign weights by the context information available. 

 To create the graphs it was chosen the Neo4j36 graph database engine, which of-

fers a graph-oriented model for data representation. The graph structures in Neo4j con-

sist of nodes, relationships and properties. In the framework, the nodes represent per-

                                                        
36 http://www.neo4j.org/ 
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sons and the short-term context information for each individual. The short-term scheme 

is illustrated in figure 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.3: Short-term context information in the graph database 

The relationships among persons are associated with the degree of similarity for 

given long-term information and are expressed as weights. On the other hand, the short-

term information is represented with a timestamp and has LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) be-

haviour, where the last node is more recent update. The properties express the node 

information. Figure 5.4 demonstrates long-term context information. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Long-term context information in the graph database 

5.5.1 Context Enrichment 

In order to extend the context information collected, the Context Interpretation compo-

nent performs a semantic enrichment, depending on the data nature. The data can be 

expressed in either numeric or text values. The texts values can optionally be submitted 

to externals sources of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for semantic analyse, return-

ing new keywords that are aggregated with the existing information. The enrichment 

addition allows the similarity metric to take into account the semantic value of the rele-

vant terms that can be used later by the adaptation layer. 
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 The enrichment of context information is an optional step in the framework analy-

sis, although the enrichment plays a significant role to calculate the similarity of the in-

dividuals. 

 In the implementation for CAFCA evaluation, the framework integrated a NLP pro-

vided by Alchemy API37. The content to be analysed is submitted to the respective web-

site API, which return the results in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) or XML format. 

Nowadays, there are several possibilities of extracting semantic meta-data such as: con-

cept, sentiment, text categorization, etc. For each keyword, the NLP is capable of return-

ing a confidence level; a metric that indicates to what extent the extracted keyword 

could be a potentially relevant item. The framework adopted confidence levels greater 

than 90% for the enrichment. Other similar NLP services are possible to be integrated in 

the framework such as Synonym38, Coginov39 and MLTagger40. The connection with 

these external sources uses an API and requires an interface implementation by the de-

veloper in order to communicate with the services. Figure 5.5 illustrate and the Context 

Interpretation component and the NLP services. 

 

Figure 5.5: Context enrichment subcomponent integrated with an external NLP 
sources 

5.5.2 Reasoning 

Reasoning aims to generate new information of a relevance to the adaptation layer. 

With the context enrichment performed, it is possible to assign similarities among per-

sons’ node in the graph. This similarity enables to associate weights among person 

nodes. The similarity is calculated by dividing the matched context information between 

the nodes by the total context information of that particular node. This is applied to 

                                                        
37 http://www.alchemyapi.com/ 

38 http://www.synonym.com/ 

39 http://www.coginov.com/ 

40 http://parsie.deri.ie/EEYORETTT 
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both nodes and the similarity result is achieved summing both and dividing by two as 

represented in the formula below: 

𝑊 =  
(𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑡𝑥/𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑡𝑥 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒1 ) + (𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑡𝑥/𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑡𝑥 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒2 )

2
 

 Additionally, the Context Interpretation component can be prompted to report a 

threshold calculation in order to select relevant persons according to a similarity score.  

 This technique is called automatic threshold and it is regularly used in image pro-

cessing for segmentation (Ridler and Calvard, 1978). The threshold value is calculated 

based on the similarity scores assigned for the long-term information. The values used 

by the algorithm are illustrated as properties of the edges among the individuals in fig-

ure 5.4. The automatic threshold equation is specified below. 

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 =  
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦

2
 

 The technique is an iterative procedure based on the isodata algorithm from 

Ridler & Calvard. The method in the context of CAFCA divides the individual's similarity 

weight into low similarity and high similarity by taking an initial threshold. The averag-

es of the similarity weights “at or below” and “above” are calculated and the threshold is 

incremented. The process is repeated until the threshold is larger than the composite 

average. Figure 5.6 presents the algorithm of the automatic threshold. 
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Figure 5.6: Auto-threshold algorithm. 

5.6  Adaptation Runtime Component 

This component is responsible for managing the collaborative sessions and performing 

actions on the collaboration tools through use of rules. The session manager coordi-

nates the collaborative sessions and a rule engine is in charge to provide adaptations to 

the applications integrated in the framework.  

5.6.1  Session Manager 

The session manager coordinates the collaborative sessions, session members, collabo-

rative applications and floor control. The formed sessions are available in real-time for 

the administrator in a web page, as represented in figure 5.7.  

 Session: the name of a session is given by the context information of the first rule. 

In the example illustrated below, the symbolic location of the participants is used 

as session name. 

 Members: This field presents the members who actually accepted the invitation to 

join a session. 
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 Floor control: Indicates the commands available for that specific session. 

 Language: Represents the common language used by the participants for the ses-

sion. This feature was added to demonstrate the use of group context infor-

mation. 

 

Figure 5.7: Screenshot of collaborative sessions on administrator’s page. 

 In addition, the web front-end was built separately from the framework as bundle 

following a model–view–controller (MVC) approach. The web front was developed as 

browser solution allowing to be visualised in desktop and mobile phones. 

 Each collaborative session is stored in a graph structure and is composed by par-

ticipating members; context information matched by the rules and invited members 

that not effectively accepted the invitation. Past sessions are also stored in nodes, which 

act exactly as the user short-term information approach.  

 The session’s history follows the same short-term approach used for the individu-

als, storing new nodes with a timestamp with the matched context information, invita-

tions and participants. Figure 5.8 exemplifies a session associated to a location and 

members in real-time. 

 

Figure 5.8: Long-term context information in the graph database 
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 Following the 3C Cooperation Model concept described in Chapter 4, it is present 

the relation among communication, coordination and cooperation model to highlight 

the features of this layer: 

 Communication: The session manager is in charge to choose which communica-

tion channel is common to all parties. If a person is idle for a long time then the 

user can be removed from the session or if busy, not invited to join the session. 

Furthermore, as a communication awareness feature, the user is notified with 

context information of which data matched with other users. One feature added 

to the experiments performed in the evaluation chapter was an automatic choice 

of a language for sessions. The language chosen is based on the language infor-

mation provided by the group context information. Thus depending on the ma-

jority of the users, the invitation is made on that specific language. 

 Coordination: To support coordination for the team members, the session manag-

er provided a mechanism to identify probable members for a session. In a real 

case scenario, it is possible to find experts for a specific task making them aware 

of how experienced the candidates are. Furthermore, the session manager is 

supplied with floor control, which can be managed by the framework administra-

tor. The floor control is responsible for controlling the role of the session mem-

bers. A member role defines a set of operations that can be performed by its col-

laborators, for instance to speak and to write. The floor control strategy is that 

the users have the same permissions granted in all integrated applications. The 

administrator has full control to the floor and can add or remove a role to a ses-

sion member 

 Cooperation: Cooperation is related to workspace in which people are able to col-

laborate and share information related to their collaborative work (Steinmacher 

et al., 2012). For usual CSCW activities, this translates in collaborative document 

editing, use of annotation to present changes and avoid conflicts during coopera-

tive activities. In pervasive scenarios, these cooperation reflects on the use of 

smart environment and intelligence sensors such as in multi displays environ-

ments (Kulyk, 2010) and immersive environments (Papadopoulou et al., 2014). 

The framework supports synchronous and asynchronous cooperation. In asyn-

chronous work, the framework can provide the social matching capabilities e.g. 

calendar sharing. While for synchronous communication, it can offer the social 

matching and the adaptation rules e.g. chat, videoconference. 

5.6.2 Integration of Collaborative Applications 

To ensure adaptation coordination across multiple devices, the framework provides an 

approach for integration of applications running on various platforms. Support a variety 

of devices is important to provide flexibility to the users. The framework supports this 

integration with existing third party collaborative tools or implemented by developers a 

posteriori. This approach is based on the work of Gomes et al. (2011) that propose a 
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loosely-coupled integration environment enabling collaborative applications to interact 

with each other without losing their autonomy. In order to use the collaborative tools 

with the framework, the user can integrate the server application or the application it-

self with the adaptation layer. The adaptation layer is in charge of receiving and per-

forming actions on one or more collaborative applications at same time. In this manner, 

there is no direct access to the framework internal subcomponents, avoiding the cou-

pling among applications.  

  The applications are integrated depending on its nature. Synchronous applica-

tions require implementing an abstract class, which informs how to join and leave a 

conference and the events related to the user such as join, leave and availability status. 

As a result, the adaptation layer can execute actions directly in the application server. 

Some examples of server applications are Openfire41 for chat and Asterisk42 for VoIP. 

 For asynchronous applications, it requires to register for bundles events to receive 

updates about social matches calculated by the rule engine. Differently from synchro-

nous approach, the applications use the suggestions from the framework, but do not 

receive any action to perform. Some examples in this area are calendar sharing services, 

CoBrowser and car-pooling systems. 

 The applications integrated in the framework are not responsible for managing 

the collaborative sessions and are not aware of the behaviour of others integrated ap-

plications. This way, the framework deals with the orchestration of each tool without 

compromising them. 

5.6.3 Rule Engine 

The adaptation in the collaborative tools occurs with the use of a rule engine. A rule en-

gine was designed and developed especially for the framework. The engine allows a re-

al-time evaluation of the rules in a dynamic social network.  

 The rules engine focus on two characteristics for analysis: co-located teams and 

non-co-located teams.  

 Co-located teams/Priority mode: In this mode, the engine takes into consideration 

the priority of the rules. The rules are analysed one by one in priority ranking. 

This mode is indicated when the intention is to achieve a precise result (E.g. us-

ing location). 

 Non co-located teams/Relevance: This mode uses social network analysis (SNA) 

techniques. The relevance mode considers all the individuals present in the 

graph database. This technique uses weights in each rule to achieve the results. 

                                                        
41 http://www.igniterealtime.org/projects/openfire/ 

42 http://www.asterisk.org/ 
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This mode is indicated when the intention is relaxed results. E.g. using location 

and other personal attributes. 

 In terms of performance, Neo4j in the first access uses the disk storage to search 

for relationships and nodes. The following accesses will be presented in memory cache. 

Neo4j also supports indexing of the information available in the nodes and relationships 

for fast searches. The index is supported by Apache Lucene43, an external open source 

library for information retrieval. Lucene is known for its capabilities for indexing and 

searching from within large collections of documents. 

 In priority mode, the framework has a time complexity of O (|T |.|D|) for each rule, 

where T is set of terms and D is the set of all documents. This concerns the time com-

plexity of the Lucene search. The documents refer to the nodes and relationships prop-

erties found in long-term and short-term information. For evaluate long-term values, 

the automatic threshold is applied as described in the context interpretation compo-

nent. 

 The time complexity for relevance mode includes the complexity of the indexes 

search plus the complexity of a matrix aggregation. For each context information is con-

structed an adjacency matrix. The objective is to put the data into an aggregated dis-

tance matrix. To be able to aggregate the multivariate data in matrices, it is necessary to 

normalise each similarity matrix separately into values ranging from zero until one. Da-

ta value as long-term information does not require any conversion, since the data is al-

ready calculated in the precise form, i.e. interests. For short-term information, the bina-

ry data needs to be normalised using a Simple Matching Coefficient (Teknomo, 2014). 

This technique is used for example with location. The formula below represents the 

concept where p is the number of positive variables (1) and q the negatives (0). The re-

sult is divided by the number of variables. 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
𝑝 + 𝑞

𝑡
 

 Moreover, each matrix has a weight associated with the rule. This weight is multi-

plied with each element of the matrix. Subsequently, the time complexity for matrices 

addition is O (n2) for each rule, where n is the number of elements to be added. Since 

any number of matrices required for addition is two. Again, the amount of time taken 

will depend on the number of individuals and rules required to evaluate.  

 The similarity result from the aggregated normalised matrices is the Gower’s Gen-

eral Similarity Coefficient (Gower, 1971):  

                                                        
43 http://lucene.apache.org/ 
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𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗 . 𝑆𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑘=1

∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑘=1

 

 The index K represents the number of rules; W represents the weight and S the 

similarity of that context information. The denominator specifies to divide by the sum of 

the variables weight. As described in section 5.5, the threshold is calculated automati-

cally based on all the individuals and used with the similarity result of the aggregated 

matrix. 

 Consequently, the time complexity of priority mode analysis is smaller than the 

relevance mode, since the priority mode does not require calculation for all nodes for 

each rule. Two factors influencing the performance of the algorithm: number of individ-

uals and number of context information. Thus, the time complexity is acceptable for 

both modes and for the scenarios described in Chapter 2. There are libraries developed 

to improve speed and performance for matrices calculations such as Efficient Java Ma-

trix Library (EJML)44 and ojAlgo45. However, those were tested and not presented ad-

vantage in terms of performance related to the standard math libraries available in Java 

6. Next chapter approaches the evaluation and demonstrate in details the complexity 

involved. 

 The rule engine was developed for the administrator to be able to create, modify 

and delete rules without any previous programming knowledge. Figure 5.9 exemplifies 

two rules in the web front-end: location and interests. 

 

Figure 5.9: Screenshot of rules on the administrator page. 

The administrator needs indicate the fields for the rules that are presented below: 

                                                        
44 http://ejml.org/ 

45 http://ojalgo.org/ 
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 Name: Expresses the name of the rule. The name is only used as a reference. 

 Attribute: Context attribute to analyse. 

 Operator: Rule operators compare the context attributes of the members with 

the value provided. 

 Type: Long-term or short-term context type. 

 Priority: Priority of the rule in case of the rule engine is set to priority mode. 

 Weight: Represents the weight of the rule. Used with the rule engine set in rel-

evance mode. 

 Value: Used within the operator to compare a value, which can be textual or 

numerical. 

As illustrated in figure 5.9, an engine mode button has the function to switch be-

tween relevance and priority modes. The administrator can change this behaviour any-

time. In the next subsection, the adaptation rules are explained in details. 

5.6.4  Adaptation Rules 

The adaptation rules are in charge to perform actions on the applications integrated in 

the framework via stipulated conditions. The rules are expressed by IF-THEN clauses 

and are defined as if "condition" then "action", e.g.: “If at least two individuals are in the 

same location and work at the same department and have the similar interests THEN in-

vite to a session”.  

 Some operators are available with text and numeric values, while others only with 

numeric values (see Appendix C). The operators available for the rules are detailed be-

low: 

 SAME: Represents the same context information. This operator is normally 

used when no information is known a priori. E.g. a location. 

 SIMILAR: Represents the relational operator for values higher than the auto-

threshold. 

 EQUAL: Represents the relational equality operator. 

 NOT_EQUAL: Represents the relational inequality operator. 

 GREATER: Analyse if the value is greater to a given value. Used only with nu-

meric values. 

 GREATER_OR_EQUAL: Analyse if the value is greater or equal to a given value. 

Used only with numeric values. 

 LESS: Analyse if the value is below to a given value. Used only with numeric 

values. 
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 LESS_OR_EQUAL: Analyse if the value is below or equal to a given value. Used 

only with numeric values. 

 Apart from the operators commonly found in rule engines, the SAME and SIMILAR 

operators are also introduced. The SAME operator is very useful in situations where 

context information is not known a priori, but a relational equal behaviour is desirable. 

The adaptations rules can also check the availability status of the user to decide which 

communication channel best suited for collaboration or which is common to all parties. 

For example: “if a person is idle for a long time then the user can be removed from the ses-

sion”, “if a person is busy, not invited the user to join the session”. 

 For each stipulated rule it is possible to assign a weight or/and a priority, which 

will be verified by the rule engine. The weight is used to assign a score to each rule on a 

percentage format. The rules and weights are formally represented below: 

𝑃 = 𝑊1. 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒1 + 𝑊2. 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒2 + ⋯ 𝑊𝑛. 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛 

 E.g., if the first rule is stipulated in 30% for location and 70% for interests then a 

user may be invited for a session, even if it is not present in the same location.  

 In priority format, the significance is sorted according to the rules. The rules and 

priorities are formally represented as: 

𝑃 = 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒1(𝑃𝑖) +  𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒2 (𝑃𝑖+1) + ⋯ 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑃𝑖+𝑛) 

 Following the previous example, if location is the first rule and the interests is the 

second rule, the engine should first check who is at the same location and then verify 

the interests of the users filtered from the first rule results. 

5.7 Comparison with Related Work  

This section compares the framework proposed with existing research on platforms and 

frameworks for CSCW that take into consideration social computing in pervasive envi-

ronments. Although the effects from the different research fields influenced the study, 

the results share concerns in social computing, pervasive computing and CSCW. 

 In Divitini et al. (2004), Farshchian and Divitini (2010) the authors propose a ser-

vice platform called UbiCollab. UbiCollab46 is an experimental platform for the devel-

opment of ubiquitous applications to support cooperation among distributed users. 

UbiCollab also allow the integration of the specifically implemented applications on the 

                                                        
46 http://www.ubicollab.org/ 
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top of platform and support different levels of channel communication. Recently the 

authors enhanced the platform to support other features such as presence awareness 

and peer-to-peer communication. 

 In Nino et al. (2009), the authors present MaPS (Matching People to Share). MaPS 

is a framework designed to offer a model to search people in ubiquitous environment 

with the goal of collaborating. The proposal uses context information and user profiles 

in order to search for users and communication channels selection. However, the 

framework uses context information but the solution does not mention the use of per-

vasive environments sensors besides the user context information. 

 In Hussain (2010) the author extends CONTact (Context-based Adaptation Collab-

oration Technology) framework. CONTact provides runtime system allowing context-

based adaptive tools/applications to register (by specifying supported adaptations) to 

it, and use context information to reconfigure their behaviour according to changing 

context (Haake et al., 2010). The modification applied by the author provides generation 

of explanations based on context information to help users understand the adaptation 

behaviour of the framework.  

 In CASMAS (Community-Aware Situated Multi-Agent Systems), a conceptual mod-

el to support coordinated activities of community members is introduced (Cabitza et al., 

2006; Locatelli et al., 2008). The model allows the design of systems focusing more on 

collaborative tasks. This solution approaches multi-agents to model and develop envi-

ronments to support group collaboration among persons in ubiquitous computing. 

 For proper understanding the contributions and limitations of each proposal, table 

5.1 presents a comparison table illustrating the most sensitive functional requirements.  

Table 5.1: Comparison table of the frameworks 

 
UbiCollab MaPS CONTact CASMAS CAFCA 

Social Matching 
 

x x x x 

Real-time analysis of DSN 
   

x x 

Integration with existing 
Collaborative applications   

x 
 

x 

Collocated and non-
collocated teams support 

x 
  

x x 

Context and Social aware-
ness   

x x x 

Different communication 
channels selection 

x x x 
 

x 

Provide context awareness 
for collaborative tools   

x 
 

x 

Context enrichment 
 

x 
  

x 

Support a variety of devices x   x x 

Pro-active behaviour x  x x x 
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 Most of the models and frameworks presented here offer support for collabora-

tion applications via APIs for specific application development (UbiCollab, CONTact and 

CASMAS) and multiple-computer devices (UbiCollab, CASMAS). 

 The main drawback from the solutions thought, is the lack of synergy among per-

vasive computing, CSCW and social computing. By correlating context information from 

user (e.g. user’s profile, interests) and environment (location and environmental char-

acteristics) with social information (relevance, reliability), it is possible to define new 

ways of communication and new physical social interactions among users. 

 Differently from the solutions proposed, mobile social networking has recently 

increasing attention of the benefit of context and social information (Conti et al., 2012). 

Mobile social networking studies opportunistic networks for the reason of the dynamic 

and unpredictable nature of users’ encounters in open deployment environments, cur-

rently referred to opportunistic computing (Boldrini et al., 2010). The main challenges 

opened in this field are under the perspective of both adopted protocols and de-

sign/deployment choices (Bellavista et al., 2013). The solutions take into consideration 

relevant aspects such as users and places, the social relationships (e.g. event participa-

tion or user’s current activities in a place). For example, recently in CAMEO framework 

(Arnaboldi et al., 2014) proposal, the authors use context-awareness and social-

awareness for mobile devices to support the development of real-time mobile social 

network applications. The aim is in provide opportunistic communications among us-

ers’ mobile devices where Internet is not always present. Consequently, the interest of 

the study is mostly focused on networking protocols issues and resource sharing and 

not in CSCW/CSCL domains. 

5.8 Design for Communities Recommendations 

The CAFCA framework was developed during the period of the SOCIETIES project. 

However, CAFCA was separately investigated and implemented as a standalone frame-

work aiming at CSCW. Further, in the middle of the SOCIETIES platform development, 

the project decided to adopt core features available from CAFCA for a platform compo-

nent entitled Community Recommendation Manager. 

 The Community Recommendation Manager (CRM) was responsible for providing a 

list of communities’ suggestions, based on filters provided by the user or a third party 

applications. The component used the CIS Management (see figure 2.5) to retrieve the 

remote communities, which the user still not participates, presenting the results accord-

ing to the selected filters. Figure 5.10 illustrates the CRM component diagram and pre-

sents its internal structures. 
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Figure 5.10: Community Recommendation Manager Component. 

 The CRM provide, via an API, searches for communities by defining a set of prima-

ry or secondary filter. The primary filter allows querying accurate results, consequently 

only results that exactly match the filter will be presented. On the other hand, the sec-

ondary filter allows it to submit queries that can provide accurate or close results (see 

Appendix C). 

 The communities have by default a number of membership criteria associated, 

which expose the purpose of their creation. The membership criteria present their in-

formation using context information available in the CMS component. The context in-

formation can be either numeric or string values and are employed subsequently for 

comparisons by the CRM. 

 Each filter uses a set of operators and is similar to the approach used in CAFCA 

rule engine. The filters compare the context information in the membership criteria 

with the data provided by a user or a service. The defined filter operators are equal, not 

equal, greater, greater or equal, less, less or equal and in. For instance, a filter can be 

defined as “Age GREATER or EQUAL to 25”. While a second filter may be defined as: 

“Location IN Aveiro”. As a result, the outcomes would present communities located in 

Aveiro or nearby with people above or equal to 25 years. In addition, the CRM results 

are shown ranked from most to least relevant, based on the filters defined for search.  

 This subcomponent was part of the Intelligence Community Orchestration, which 

was in charge to manage the pervasive communities and is detailed in Papadopoulou 

(2014). 

composite structure Internal Structures
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CisDirectoryRemoteClient
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5.9 Conclusions  

This chapter has introduced the design and architecture of the CAFCA framework, cov-

ering aspects of context-awareness, social context and adaptation. The approach aims to 

facilitate the interaction of pervasive user groups in collaboration environments by pro-

active behaviour in the applications for the participants. In addition, the proposed 

framework architecture facilitates the integration of existing collaborative applications 

enhancing them with context-awareness features with minimum effort. 

 Another important contribution is the proposed representation for modelling so-

cial and context information considering a social network. This approach aims to bene-

fits collaborative work considering social aspects and mobility of the users. Additionally, 

the framework was implemented to run as a standalone or third party service OSGi 

bundle47.  

 To prove the applicability of CAFCA framework, the subsequent chapter presents 

the evaluation and a user trial. The framework evaluated empirical users in a real envi-

ronment based on the motivating scenarios presented in Chapter 2. 

 

                                                        
47 https://github.com/societies/SOCIETIES-SCE-Services/ 
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6 TESTING AND EVALUATION 

This chapter presents the test and evaluation of the proposed framework. The first 

analysis was conducted using an enterprise scenario as part of the SOCIETIES project to 

cover user requirements for a pervasive community platform and third party applica-

tions involved. The second analysis focused exclusively on the CAFCA framework opera-

tion and intrinsic user evaluation. In addition to the CAFCA analysis, it was conducted a 

trial with eleven participants in a conference use-case scenario, which enabled an as-

sessment of the framework behaviour in real-world conditions. 

6.1 Introduction 

In order to test and evaluate CAFCA, this chapter presents first the requirements col-

lected by the SOCIETIES project, which involved the platform and third party applica-

tions design and creation. This study conducted a comprehensive investigation in an 

enterprise scenario (Doolin et al., 2014), from which it was possible to characterize the 

necessary functionalities for CAFCA evaluation. 

 For the second part, it was carried out an evaluation that demonstrates the capa-

bilities of CAFCA integrated with a collaborative application. This integration considers 

the interoperability of context and social networks mechanisms to verify the impact in 

terms of functionality and efficiency of the framework. 

 The primary emphasis of the framework targeted the enterprise users group and, 

as suggested by Muller et al. (2012), this type of communities and groups presents po-

tential advantages. Firstly, business activities provide shared context in addition to the 

context of the community, which can contribute to a level of trust and common ground. 

Secondly, enterprise communities tend to be business-focused, leading to different con-

tent and perhaps styles of discussion. Thirdly, company environments, which require 

authenticated access and use of real names, eliminate anonymity and provide greater 

transparency.  
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 In this way, the evaluation of CAFCA followed a twofold analysis. The first objec-

tive was the qualitative data collection and analysis using pre and post questionnaires 

(see Appendix A and B). Second objective was to collate information about the users via 

analysis of log data and databases for the quantitative logging. This data collection and 

analysis was intended to examine the influence of CAFCA behaviour. 

6.2 Enterprise Study Case 

As a part of user trials conducted by SOCIETIES project, three specific scenarios were 

developed to cover different standpoints of pervasive communities (Jennings, 2011). 

The target scenarios defined for user groups were disaster management, student and 

enterprise. In this manner, each scenario was created aiming to cover all the functionali-

ties of the SOCIETIES platform as much as possible and features exclusively in third par-

ty services.  

 Many requirements investigated in this analysis stage were included in the plat-

form development. However, specific requirements identified in only one of the user 

groups, as collaborative work and small groups, were not considered for inclusion in the 

platform. Although each developed scenario has been analysed by the same methodolo-

gy, the platform tried to tackle common requirements among the three user groups. The 

CAFCA framework benefited from the enterprise group study, which concerned a con-

ference scenario (Roddy, 2014; Roussaki, 2011). 

 The specific research methodologies applied by the project in each user group 

were ethnographic observations, questionnaire and participatory design sessions. Qual-

itative methods were used for ethnographic observation and participatory design ses-

sions, while quantitative methods for the questionnaire to confirm user behaviour and 

trends.  

 The enterprise user group was composed of Intel Corporation employees that in-

cluded researchers, managers, support staff and office staff. These employees were cho-

sen because they recently attended conferences or may do so in the future. They are all 

part of multiple communities within the larger enterprise organisation located in 48 

countries worldwide and with over 79,000 employees across several geographical loca-

tions.  

 In ethnographic observations, the objective is to gather information about the us-

er, his attitudes, behaviour and activities. The main findings for enterprise user group 

were: 

 Users need easy access to the agenda information for each physical location 

where sessions are taking place. 
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 Users would like to be able to access information from other sessions during 

the event and some users intend to share information with colleagues who are 

not in the same session or at the conference.  

 Users are only interested in new contacts that are highly relevant to their own 

work focus.  

 Users have a variety of devices and techniques to capture notes and details 

about the conference. Interoperability and the use of standards is an abstract-

ed requirement. 

The participatory design sessions were arranged both physical and online with the 

enterprise user group. The methods applied in the sessions were influenced by CSCW 

philosophy and experiences in living labs. In the case of the enterprise group, the story-

board scenario comprised in a conference, where each participant was able to install an 

application in his/her smartphone or tablet, operating as a welcome pack registration 

kit. The application automatically registers the participants in the conference sessions 

chosen by the users. Additionally the application indicates the indoor location of each 

session, workshop and coffee break following the participant agenda (Jennings et al., 

2014). 

Last, a questionnaire was developed to gather statistical information about users’ 

demographics and behaviours in relation to social media usage, community group 

communications, technology usage and domain specific issues.  

6.2.1 Enterprise Group Questionnaire 

In a sample of 20 participants that were interviewed, 86% were male and 14% were 

female. Typically, these users spend working days in the office and attend conferences 

occasionally to learn about new technologies or research areas, disseminate their own 

work to other colleagues or third parties and for professional networking to meet other 

attendees sharing common interests. 

 In order to analyse devices, sensors and social media the participants were asked 

to state the activities for which they are using each particular device. Table 6.1 shows 

how each particular usage activity is distributed over different types of devices. 
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Table 6.1: Participants that use specific devices to perform the listed activities 

 
 

Mobile 
Phone 

PDA/ 
Smartphone 

Laptop Desktop PC 

VoIP 20% 45% 70% 20% 

Web Surfing 30% 75% 90% 55% 

E‐mail 30% 90% 95% 45% 

IM/Chat 5% 25% 80% 30% 

SMS/MMS 40% 80% 20% 20% 

SNS 5% 40% 60% 35% 

Blogging 5% 10% 25% 15% 

Next, participants were asked to identify different types of sensors (ID sensors, Bi-

osensors, etc.) that they used on a daily basis. Only 10% of participants do not use any 

features based on sensors. The other 90% of participants use at least one of the sensors 

on a daily basis. Location sensors are used the most and were identified by 75% of par-

ticipants. Figure 6.1 shows the use of the participating sensors on a daily basis. 

   

Figure 6.1: Daily use of features and sensors integrated in devices. 

The participants were then asked to specify what social media they use. Figure 6.2 

illustrates which social media the enterprise group uses. The most popular social media 

indicated by the group are IM tools, Facebook, and LinkedIn. Although the social net-

works have a large part of the interests of the participants, instant message tools still 

have a lot of attention in this type of user group. 
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Figure 6.2: Social media usage. 

Next, the participants were asked how often they use social media compared to 

the following social media categories: social networking sites, instant messaging and 

blogging. The frequency of social media usage regarding social media categories is 

shown in figure 6.3.  

Again, IM is used most often with 80% of participants using it most of the day. So-

cial networking sites come in second place with 44% of participants using them either 

daily or most of the day. On the other hand, blogging is the least popular social media 

category. Social networks integration proved to be very important again in the question 

with most participants picking Facebook and LinkedIn. Blogging in the other hand 

proved to be irrelevant for the enterprise group. 

   

Figure 6.3: Usage of Social Networking Sites, Blogging sites and Instant Messaging 
applications 
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As demonstrated in figure 6.4 activities such as social media are mostly used are 

for keeping in touch with friends (60%), emailing and messaging (50%), chat and in-

stant messaging (50%), as well as sharing of videos and photos (50%). Moderately pop-

ular activities include professional networking (40%), sharing information (35%), re-

search (25%), commenting on photos and links (25%), organising events (20%) and 

groups (20%). Moderately business activities demonstrated to be relevant in a certain 

degree such as professional networking and sharing information. IM tools again, are 

highly relevance for the participants. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Type of activities that social media are used 

 Regarding community involvement, the survey asked participants about the most 

significant criterion for joining a new group. The approach followed a scale, where the 

most important criteria are ranked by one and least important by four. The question 

was answered by half of the participants (10 out of 20) and presented in figure 6.5. 

The most important criterion for joining a new group is members to be friends. 

The second criterion is other group members being friends of friends. The third criteri-

on is people having the same interests. The least important criterion is spending signifi-

cant time in close proximity.  
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Figure 6.5: Significant criteria in order to join a new group 

Finally, the participants were asked to rank their objectives when they attend con-

ferences. The results are visualized on figure 6.6, ranking with one the most important 

and by four the least important. 

Education is the most important goal for enterprise users with 13 participants out 

of 20 answering the question with 69%. Networking is the second most important goal, 

with 14 participants answering this question and with 50%. Dissemination and show-

case are the least important goal with 11 participants answering this question with 

55%. 

 

Figure 6.6: Ranked conference objectives 
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  The outcomes of the user groups study, in particular the surveys, were employed 

in the investigation of the disaster management (Floch and Angermann, 2012), student 

(Papadopoulou et al., 2014) and enterprise scenarios (Lima et al., 2013). The role-play 

and participatory approaches were considered for prototyping the platform and third 

party services were also investigated as whole by Jennings et al. (2014). 

6.3 CAFCA Standalone Trial 

Based on the results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis conducted by the pro-

ject, it was carried out an evaluation with CAFCA framework. Originally, the objective of 

the CAFCA evaluation was to be held in enterprise user group within the SOCIETIES tri-

als. However, given the nature of the changes within Intel, this was deemed not possible 

(Roddy, 2014).  

 In order to assess CAFCA, an evaluation was structured into two parts, one by a 

pre and post questionnaires and the second part with a user trial. The first part consist-

ed of an online pre-questionnaire, benefiting from collecting the information about each 

volunteer and his/her relationship with rest of the group. Moreover, it was designed a 

post questionnaire to be applied to the participants after the user trial. The second part 

involved a user trial, organized with the same participants in a conference scenario. The 

scenario consisted in identify experts, who have similar expertise or that work in relat-

ed areas, to suggest them to join a chat room. 

 The user trial was carried out twice, with a pilot test and a final experiment based 

on the experiences of the pilot.  

 As a final point, CAFCA evaluation process followed a quasi-experimental ap-

proach. The quasi-experimental design involves selecting groups, upon which variables 

are tested, without any random pre-selection processes. The data collection of the first 

part was cross-sectional (specific point in time). In the second part, the framework col-

lected the information in a longitudinal approach (several observations over a period). 

6.3.1 Participants 

In terms of demographic analysis, the user group consisted of eleven participants, six 

males and five females, ranging 25-31 years. The participants include students, tech-

nical staff and researchers that work in a research group at the University of Aveiro. The 

volunteers belong to CESAM1 (Centre for Environmental and Marine Studies), a large 

group that is part of the Department of Biology. Although all participants have the same 

multidisciplinary backgrounds, the group works in different areas. Furthermore, the 

participants had familiarity with smartphones and chat applications, but are not expert 

in the area 

                                                        
1 http://www.cesam.ua.pt/ 
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6.3.2 Pre-Questionnaire 

The online pre-questionnaire was the first part of the evaluation that included six ques-

tions ranging from multiple-choice questions to Likert scale questions (see Appendix A). 

The pre-questionnaire was twofold: background information of participants’ area and 

questions about their relationship with rest of the group. The respondents answered 

individually the questions that followed a close-ended format, i.e. which provide the 

participants with a list of predefined names to choose from. 

 The data presented here is grouped into professional interests; daily work activi-

ties; skills and expertise; degree of similarity with other participants; analysis of privacy 

aspects and social media. This pre-questionnaire also gathered information about their 

professional interests and consequently used as context information for part two of the 

study. The questions were answered by 100% of the survey participants. 

Q.1 Asked to indicate at least three skills and expertise, based on their daily work. 

The interests chosen by the participants in this question were used subsequently in the 

second part for the live user trial. Figure 6.7 presents theirs interests. 

  

Figure 6.7: Professional interests of participants 

Q.2 The participants were asked to specify those people that they probably have 

same work routines in terms of compounds class, organisms and methodology. It was 

instructed to them that, if they work with the same organisms, the same type of meth-

odology and same compound to assign a higher value. On the other hand, if they work 

with same organism, same methodology but different compounds, assign a lower value. 

Table 6.2 present the results of the three working routines in an adjacent matrix. 
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This question was important to understand the perception of the respondent to-

wards the others individuals of the group. The point of view of two people in some cases 

is in most cases similar. As a result, it is possible to verify their affinity among the partic-

ipants comparing them with other questions in the survey. 

Table 6.2: Matrix of persons that have the same work routines from respond-

ent point of view. 

 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 

P1  0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
P2 67%  67% 0% 100% 67% 0% 100% 33% 0% 67% 
P3 100% 67%  0% 33% 33% 0% 67% 0% 0% 0% 
P4 0% 33% 0%  33% 33% 33% 0% 33% 33% 33% 
P5 0% 100% 67% 0%  33% 0% 33% 0% 0% 33% 
P6 0% 100% 33% 0% 33%  0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 
P7 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 0% 
P8 0% 67% 67% 0% 67% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 
P9 33% 0% 33% 33% 0% 33% 67% 33%  67% 100% 
P10 0% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33%  33% 
P11 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 33% 33% 0% 100% 33%  

 Q.3 The respondents were asked to indicate which of the following people they 

consider working together on a daily basis. This question allowed the participant to 

choose more than one person per line in a table. In addition, the question excludes the 

name of the respondent himself.  

 Question three tries to verify that most of respondents have a good understanding 

of other members when compared with question two. Table 6.3 present the adjacent 

matrix of the results. 

Table 6.3: Matrix of people that work together from respondent point of view. 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 
P1  10% 90% 0% 10% 10% 0% 10% 0% 0% 0% 
P2 0%  30% 0% 90% 50% 0% 60% 0% 0% 0% 
P3 90% 30%  0% 10% 10% 0% 30% 0% 0% 0% 
P4 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
P5 10% 80% 10% 0%  70% 0% 80% 10% 0% 0% 
P6 10% 60% 10% 0% 60%  0% 70% 0% 0% 0% 
P7 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 0% 
P8 10% 50% 30% 0% 70% 40% 0%  0% 0% 0% 
P9 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 90% 

P10 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 
P11 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 90% 0%  
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Q.4 The participants were asked to specify how frequently they provide infor-

mation related to their profession within social networks. The graph in figure 6.8 shows 

that the participants are divided about sharing their professional information.  

 

Figure 6.8: Frequency of professional information shared over SNS by the partici-
pants. 

 Q.5 Asked the participants to indicate their degree of similarity to the following 

people based on their professional interests and work practices (organisms, methodol-

ogy and compounds). Table 6.4 presents the similarity from the point of view of each 

respondent. The table represents a matrix sum of all answers provided. As before, the 

question excludes the name of the respondent himself. 

 This question intended to verify, comparing questions two and three, the respond-

ents’ perception about their colleagues. When comparing the three tables it is possible 

to see some patterns regarding a few individuals, especially values very high as above 

90% or even very low values as 10%. 

Table 6.4: Matrix of degree of similarity based on their professional interests 

and work practices. 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 
P1  25% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0% 

P2 50%  75% 0% 100% 75% 25% 100% 50% 0% 50% 

P3 100% 75%  0% 75% 75% 0% 75% 0% 0% 0% 

P4 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

P5 25% 100% 75% 0%  75% 100% 75% 25% 0% 25% 

P6 0% 75% 50% 0% 25%  0% 25% 0% 0% 0% 

P7 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0% 0% 0% 

P8 0% 75% 75% 0% 75% 75% 0%  0% 0% 0% 

P9 50% 25% 25% 50% 0% 50% 50% 0%  0% 100% 

P10 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 

P11 0% 50% 0% 50% 50% 25% 0% 0% 100% 25%  
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 Q.6 Asked the participants to specify which social network sites they use in daily 

base. As demonstrated in figure 6.9, the most popular SNS were Facebook, LinkedIn and 

Research Gate. All the survey respondents indicated the use Facebook. LinkedIn and 

Research Gate are used by 73% and 43% of the participants respectively. Google Plus 

and Twitter are moderately popular with 28% of participants stating they used them, 

while Foursquare is used by 19%. Finally, Reddit2 was mentioned by one respondent as 

other SNS. 

  

Figure 6.9: Usage of Social Network Sites. 

6.3.3 User Trial Procedure 

In order to test CAFCA, the SOCIETIES platform and its CMS were used by the frame-

work as providers of context information. The test infrastructure was set up within the 

datacentre of the Institute of Telecommunications, Aveiro. The server was a virtual ma-

chine instance in an Intel i7 Quad Processor (3.07 GHz per core) with 16 GB RAM run-

ning VMware 5.1. This dedicated Linux machine was connected to the EDUROAM net-

work. Aside from the server, eleven more client nodes were required for each partici-

pant. The users’ platform nodes were also virtual machine instances with the same 

specification as the server machine with 1 GB RAM running 32-bit Ubuntu 12.04 opera-

tional system.  

 The server instance had installed an Admin Cloud node version in order to manage 

the creation, organisation and communication of the communities. For each client node 

was installed the User nodes version, which interact with the Admin Cloud node. All the 

                                                        
2 http://www.reddit.com/ 
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machines have in common Eclipse Virgo3, an OSGi service container with Apache 

Tomcat4 web server integrated. Finally, MySQL5 was used as database for data storage 

necessary requirement for platform.  

 The clients were structured into rich client (desktop frontend) and light client 

(mobile frontend). The rich client is based on a Virgo container, and the components are 

implemented as OSGi bundles for this platform. In light client, these components are 

packaged as Android services and library for this node. 

 Although the user test comprised exclusively Android mobile phones, each user 

needed a user client node configured to be able to interact with the public administrator 

cloud node. Figure 6.10 illustrates the structure. 

 

Figure 6.10: Setup used in the user trial. 

 For the trial, CAFCA was deployed as a third-party service on the server platform 

machine. The deployment is done in runtime as an OSGi bundle, supporting integration 

and operability with other components. In order to integrate CAFCA into the CMS com-

ponent, the administrator of the sessions must choose the context information that will 

be mapped to the framework’s graph database. Such information is presented in a pre-

determined list available from the CMS component. The list is not exhaustive and can be 

managed through the platform’s API in case of addition or removal. 

                                                        
3 http://www.eclipse.org/virgo/ 

4 http://tomcat.apache.org/ 

5 http://www.mysql.com/ 
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 Additionally, a chat client application for Android was elected for the communi-

cation among participants through invitations to join in chat rooms (see Appendix C). In 

order to create the client accounts for chat application, the same members’ accounts 

available in the platform for authentication was used. Since the platform uses Openfire6 

server to create and manage XMPP accounts for clients and communication, it was not 

required to register each user a second time for the chat client. As seen in Chapter 3, 

XMPP is a message protocol based on XML and widely used over the Internet. 

Lastly, the integration of the chat application into the CAFCA framework was done 

using an open source XMPP client library for IM and presence called Smack7. Smack 

provides an API to utilize multi-user chat functionalities in the Openfire server. 

In terms of privacy issues, the SOCIETIES platform provides a privacy policy man-

ager. This component is responsible for negotiating the terms and conditions for inter-

act and disclose data between two parties. The privacy policies are associated to a new 

community or a new third party service while the agreement will be securely stored 

using CB. For example, when a community is created manually, the owner has to select a 

privacy policy among three choices: data available to nobody, only community mem-

bers, or for all users. The interface illustrated in figure 6.11 allows the end-user to visu-

alize the privacy policy of a community or a third party service. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Privacy policies of a community on an Android device. 

                                                        
6 http://www.igniterealtime.org/projects/openfire/ 

7 http://www.igniterealtime.org/projects/smack/ 
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6.3.4 Instructions to the group 

The test environment was set up in a social room within the Department of Biology at 

University of Aveiro. The room was chosen because it allows access to EDUROAM8 net-

work and does not disrupt the routines of the participants. The social room is provided 

with around ten tables for notebooks and lockers on the wall. Currently the participants 

use the room to browse the web, check email and edit document files when they are not 

doing laboratory experiments. 

 Each participant used an Android 4.1 LG L3 II smartphone with two applications 

installed. One was the Android client application that allows the user to verify their user 

profile, personal details and his communities. The second was a chat application called 

Xabber9.  

 To simulate the conference scenario, a modification was made in the client appli-

cation allowing the users to check into different sessions in real-time. In other situa-

tions, the platform would use an external system from IBM Presence Zones10 to detect 

automatically the physical location of the participants. For the sake of simplicity, this 

part was abstracted, with users changing the location manually. Figure 6.12 presents 

screenshots from the client application and chat application. 

  
         

Figure 6.12: Screenshot on the left shows a user profile example. On the right, an 
invitation to join a chat room. 

                                                        
8 https://www.eduroam.org/. Abbreviation for “Education Roaming”. International roaming service research and 

higher education community. 

9 http://www.xabber.org/ 

10 http://www.ibm.com/software/products/en/presence-zones 
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6.3.5 Pilot Trial 

Before the effective experiment, a pilot session was held on November 2013 in order to 

test the pre-questionnaire, experiment procedure and the prototype. Based on their 

feedback, the necessary adjustments to the questions and the prototype were made.  

The actual questionnaire was modified to incorporate a supplementary social vi-

sion, which included changes on sorting the question and the way that the questions 

were driven to the participants. Most changes followed propositions for SNA found in 

Borgatti et al. (2013) .  

Some technical problems were found during the test. First, EDUROAM Wi-Fi net-

work that connected the mobile phones to the machines in Institute of Telecommunica-

tions building were occasionally failing. Apparently, a network maintenance occurred 

during the trial period. Second, the context enrichment was re-evaluated after the pilot 

test and the increment was adjusted with a limit of two words for each context infor-

mation. Consequently, each individual interests will only be increased with a maximum 

of two words. 

We verified that more words lead to an increase (or decrease) in the similarity 

among participants in this scenario. Thus, CAFCA may have results that are more rele-

vant by applying the context increment limiting to a maximum value. 

6.3.6 User Trial 

In order to evaluate genuinely CAFCA, the experience was scheduled with the same 

group of eleven volunteers of the pilot test in April 2014. The trial was developed based 

on a storyboard of a conference scenario, running both applications at same time. First, 

the conference participants were able to choose in which session room location they 

want to participate. Second, based on their user profile information, the framework 

suggests them to join a chat room. The research objectives of the trial were: 

 Discovery of similar persons to initiate group interactions. 

 Pervasive integration of physical and social interactions (based on people attend-

ing the conference session’s room). 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of CAFCA algorithms in identifying common interests 

and potentially appropriate collaborative sessions for the participants. 

With the information available from the pre questionnaire, user accounts were 

created in the SOCIETIES platform and the profiles filled with the data provided. As 

long-term context information it was used the interests indicated by question one, while 

for short-term it was chosen session rooms of the conference. For privacy reasons, the 

social connectors available in the platform were not employed in the test. Instead, the 

data obtained through the survey is extremely close to the professional information 

provided by the participants in SNS like Research Gate and LinkedIn. 
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The evaluation followed two phases. The first intended to evaluate the impact of 

priority mode on the participants’ relationship of the social graph. The second intended 

to evaluate the relevance mode setting, which facilitates the generation of suggestions 

based on all participants’ relationship in a community.  

Hence, the test was divided into two rounds of fifteen minutes each. In the first 

round, it was set CAFCA to evaluate the members with priority mode. It was stipulated 

two rules and assigned a sequence for location followed by interests. Consequently, de-

pending first on location and second on interests, the runtime monitor checks whether 

it is appropriate to suggest a session or not. The rules were expressed as follows: 

• First rule - Location: same room session location  

• Second rule - Interests: The interests among individuals on the same location 

need to be higher than the auto-threshold. 

Worth noting that in both cases, the framework adopted a longitudinal perspective 

for location, which means that location was changing over the time.  

The figure below illustrates the sessions formed based on the three room loca-

tions. Each circle represents the number of individuals that were invited by the frame-

work. In addition, the case below illustrates the use of semantic increment of the inter-

ests.  

 

Figure 6.13: Priority groups with context enrichment. 

According to figure 6.13, room C had most of the users while room A had at maxi-

mum two participants along the duration of the test.  
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In figure 6.14 is presented the same group of individuals, but this time without 

semantic enrichment in the users’ interests. This test was done after the trial with the 

log files. Next section explains in details. 

 

Figure 6.14: Priority groups without context enrichment. 

These figures suggest that the enrichment had a subtle effect on the priority mode 

of evaluation for group formation. Room B was the location with most differences 

among the other rooms, especially at the beginning. Room C presented some slightly 

differences at the beginning again, comparing to figure 6.13. While room A presented 

other group formation in the end of the test. 

Without disrupting the trial, the framework monitor was set to evaluate in rele-

vance mode. The users at the time of the change were alerted. This step was necessary 

to complete a question in the post-questionnaire.  

The weights assigned to the rules were the following: 

• First rule - Location: same room session location with weight 30%. 

• Second rule - Interests: The interests among all individuals to be higher than 

the auto-threshold and with a weight of 70%. 

In figure 6.15, the group formation for relevance mode and with context enrich-

ment is presented. Differently from the priority evaluation, the relevance test started 

with sessions formed and the members on their currently locations. The changes were 

more related to the time of session formation than the size of the group. Room C had 

most of users during the entire test ranging from 6 to 9 participants. Worth noting, that 
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the relevance mode was more optimistic in relation to the priority mode, grouping more 

people. 

 

Figure 6.15: Relevance groups with context enrichment. 

Figure 6.16 presents the group formation for relevance mode without context en-

richment. Compared to the previous mode, the differences are subtler than the priority 

mode without context enrichment. Room A presented some significant changes at the 

end of the test. Again, these results were simulated after the trial. 

 

Figure 6.16: Relevance groups without context enrichment. 
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6.3.7 Post-Questionnaire 

After the test, the participants were requested to complete a short questionnaire with 

four questions about the trial experience. The questions were answered by 100% of the 

survey participants. 

First, the participants were asked to specify their acceptance about the first stage 

of the test, which the framework engine mode was set to priority mode. The relative 

distribution is illustrated in figure 6.17. 

 

Figure 6.17: Acceptance of suggestions made by priority mode. 

In priority mode, 45% of participants that answered the question do sometimes 

felt the framework suggested appropriated sessions, while 55% of participants, did not 

feel appropriate such suggestions. 

 

Figure 6.18: Acceptance of suggestions made by relevance mode. 
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Regarding the second stage that comprised the relevance mode, 64% of partici-

pants do sometimes felt the framework suggested the appropriate sessions. 36% of par-

ticipants did not feel appropriate such suggestions.  

Although relevance mode is more complex in terms of computation, most users 

believe that priority mode is more suitable. While the relevance mode is optimistic, the 

priority mode filtering characteristics offer best suggestions.  

Concerning both stages of the trial, participants were asked to indicate the most 

suitable stage regarding their interests. 

 

Figure 6.19: Feedback from participants about both stages of evaluation. 

Most of the participants specified that both stages were the same from their per-

spective. Only one of the participants answered that the first stage was more suitable. 

While, only one participant preferred the second stage. The answers suggest no differ-

ences between priority mode and relevance mode for session’s formations form the 

point of view of the users. The values also indicate that it is difficult for the users to no-

tice the behaviour between engine modes. 

The next question asked participants to specify the level of trust to share profes-

sional information with this type of application. Likert scale was again applied in this 

question in order to confront the question four from pre-questionnaire with 1 to “Don’t 

trust my information” and 5 to “Totally trust”. With 64% the participants indicating that 

they trust their information. With 36%, the they thing that is reasonble to share this 

type of information indicating number 3. Table 6.5 present the results. 
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Table 6.5: Feedback from participants about both stages of evaluation. 

 
 

Trust 

Don’t trust my in‐
formation 

0% 

2 0% 

3 36% 

4 64% 

Totally trust 0% 

The responses showed that most participants feel safe to share professional in-

formation in this type of scenario. 

Last question asked if the respondents would find useful an application that sug-

gests participating in discussion groups with common interests. The question is meas-

ured on a ten point Likert scale, ranging from 1 “Not useful” to 10 “Very useful”. Most 

users think is useful to receive suggestions based on theirs interests with 36% designat-

ing 8. Table 6.6 present the results. 

Table 6.6: Participants who believe it is useful suggestions to suggest partici-

pate in groups with common interests. 

 
 

Group Suggestions 

1 – Not useful 0% 

2 0% 

3 9% 

4 0% 

5 0% 

6 0% 

7 18% 

8 36% 

9 27% 

10 – Very useful 9% 

The values represent good acceptance from the users regarding the suggestions. In 

this way, only 9% of participants indicated that they would not like any of the sugges-

tions, while the remaining 91% of participants indicated that they would enjoy such 

behaviour. 
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6.3.8 Results and Discussion of the User Trial 

After the trial, it was analysed the user usage based on log data from the platform and 

data stored in the graph database. The log files were created using Apache log4j API and 

were saved in a structure consisting of a date-time stamp and directories relating to 

each individual. The database dumps consisted of the Neo4J database containing all the 

accumulated data.  

The log data enabled a better understanding among the participants’ activities. 

The test aimed in co-located collaboration using theirs interests as it represented chal-

lenge to CAFCA.  

The context enrichment offered advantage in situations where the users have 

broader interests, leading the social matching mechanism for more precise results. Re-

sults showed slight differences in terms of group invitation according to the results and 

this behaviour should be complete opposite with individuals not sharing any interests 

in the same wide field. 

The post survey indicated that most users are favourable with the suggestions 

made by CAFCA in real world situations. The differences between engine modes are 

very subtle from the point of view of the users and consequently its behaviour should be 

related to the situation. Consequently, the administrator is in the position of choosing 

one of the engine modes, depending on his goals. Furthermore, using different context 

information, by including additional rules, may lead to better results depending on the 

heterogeneity of the group. 

Regarding implications for framework usability, the users had demonstrated since 

the beginning that mobile devices would be more practical, providing more acceptabil-

ity for trial. Previously tests with other SOCIETIES services demonstrated that is confus-

ing for the participants to change among the applications. Integrating other existing col-

laborative applications on mobile devices will be challenging for the users. Many appli-

cations on desktop provide means to use for instance VoIP and chat on the same inter-

face in a multiplatform fashion (E.g. Jitsi11), while mobile devices are recently support-

ing this.  

 Worth noting, is the CAFCA social matching mechanism that was used by another 

service called Shared Calendar12. The service used an external web service, Google Cal-

endar, working as a joint calendar. The objective was to identify other participants with 

high overlap of expertise and interests in order to suggest similar events in the calen-

dar. However, deep experimental tests were not conducted, being planned only for 

demonstration purposes. 

                                                        
11 https://jitsi.org/ 

12 https://github.com/societies/SOCIETIES-SCE-Services 
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6.4 Performance based on the context information 

The performance and computational complexity of the rule engine were directly linked 

to the selected context information used by the rules and by the number of people ana-

lysed. In priority mode, the performance is expected to be better than the relevance 

mode, since each rule will not consider all the community individuals. On the other 

hand, in relevance mode each rule will comprise matrices that need to be calculated in-

cluding all individual as described in Chapter 5. The performance of the priority and 

relevance mode are presented in table 6.8 and 6.9 in CPU time.  

The rule engine was designed to consider small groups ranging from 10 to 20 

people; however, it was simulated tests until 50 people. The individuals and their con-

text information were randomly generated and subsequently included in the graph da-

tabase. The rules and the context samples were based on information given by the par-

ticipants in the questionnaire. The performance measure was done in an Intel i7 2.4 GHz 

with 8 GB RAM. 

First, it was measured the priority mode considering the amount of time to pro-

cess the rules. As illustrated in Table 6.8, the number of rules inserted does not sharply 

influence the processing time. In relevance mode, as the number of rules increase the 

processing time significantly intensifies. In the pilot test with two rules for each mode, 

the priority had a mean value of 11ms, while the relevance had 70ms. 

Table 6.7: Priority Mode 

 
Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

10 people 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 

20 people 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 0.01 s 

30 people 0.011 s 0.016 s 0,031 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 

40 people 0.016 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 

50 people 0.016 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 0.031 s 

Table 6.8: Relevance Mode 

 
Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 Rule 5 

10 people 0.04 s 0.07 s 0.09 s 0.10 s 0.12 s 

20 people 0.17 s 0.32 s 0.37 s 0.39 s 0.43 s 

30 people 0.31 s 0.64 s 0.68 s 0.73 s 0.76 s 

40 people 0.55 s 1.15 s 1.25 s 1.34 s 1.43 s 

50 people 0.67 s 1.69 s 1.72 s 1.84 s 1.95 s 
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6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the test and evaluation of CAFCA framework in a pervasive envi-

ronment with a group of users. The evaluation shows that the proposed work can en-

hance the performance of the human-system interaction in pervasive environment. The 

approach took into consideration precisely pervasive community of users, enabling 

runtime adaptation of collaborative tools in response to the context changes for pro-

moting social interaction between conference participants. 

In the case study, CAFCA was effectively integrated as a third party service to the 

SOCIETIES pervasive platform and tested with a small group of eleven participants. Ad-

ditionally, the framework was also integrated to a chat application to provide the com-

munication tool for interaction along the test. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The main contribution of this thesis is to provide a context-aware framework to support 

collaborative applications in pervasive environments. The research focused on the de-

sign and development of a framework solution with an innovative socio-technical ap-

proach to exploit collaboration in pervasive communities. The novelty of the Context-

Aware Framework for Collaborative Applications (CAFCA) lies on social matching capa-

bilities for session formation, communication and coordination of groupware for collab-

orative activities. 

A study in the state of the art was performed to cover the actual development in 

pervasive systems, context-aware, social computing and communities of practices. Some 

of these fields present combined paradigms and others only isolated works (Lima et al., 

2012). All the combined areas brought many benefits to the CAFCA design principles 

and development. 

CAFCA offers functionalities not encountered in pervasive environments for col-

laborative work, thanks to the integration of context-aware framework with CSCW ap-

plications. These context-aware CSCW applications merged with social computing can 

bring great benefits for AmI participants by using context and social information to pro-

vide adaptability for collaborative applications. The architecture of CAFCA is modular 

and can be extend enabling also to be connected with many context management sys-

tems. 

The framework follows an approach of social network analysis to identify situa-

tion relevant and socially related partners. In addition, the solution exceeds current ap-

proaches by using context and social information about the current users’ situation, 

leading to proactive behaviour and adaptability for end-users. The solution also sup-

ports the integration of existing collaborative applications for situated end-user cooper-

ation.  
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In order to validate the framework, a group chat application was integrated to per-

form the trial. The users’ trial demonstrated the successful use of the framework pro-

posed and how the planned features facilitate collaborative activities. 

The CAFCA framework is classified as an infrastructure proposal. An infrastruc-

ture is responsible for supporting the construction or operation of other software. Ac-

cording to Edwards et al. (2003), the evaluation of an infrastructure is challenging since 

it is not easy for the end user to determine the separation between infrastructure fea-

tures and user-visible features. Consequently, when users are using applications, they 

will not judge only the features, but the software as a whole. 

Finally, context-aware CSCW applications merged with physical and social interac-

tion can bring great benefits for the participant's usability. Furthermore, the author be-

lieves that context information and social context are central points to the development 

of pervasive systems for the future collaborative applications 

In addition to this research work, the author had the opportunity of being involved 

in two European research projects SOCIETIES (Self-Orchestrating CommunIty ambiEnT 

Intelligence Spaces) and PERSIST (Personal Self Improving Smart Spaces) which pro-

vided means for evaluation and tests of the framework proposal. 

7.1 Future Work 

Challenges remain for interpretation of context and social information related to indi-

viduals and groups for CSCW in pervasive environments. In future, the author intends to 

validate CAFCA with other context-aware management systems for context interpreta-

tion and analysis. In addition, it is interesting an evaluation to verify usage and usability 

of the framework with other collaborative tools.  

Some of the plans to explore in the future are: 

 Interpret the history of context information from formed sessions to pre-

collaborative and post-collaborative to provide other adaptation behaviours; 

 Explore the use of collaborative session history with the goal to merge and split 

groups based on their evolution; 

 Collection and storage of content generated by collaborative tasks (e.g. authors, 

conversations) to allow persistence information about the group, which can lead 

to form future sessions; 

 Identify critical time moments in the collaboration, for example, the time when 

groups’ membership changes most. This will imply the use of temporal charac-

teristics in dynamic social network analysis; 

 Manage sessions history of collaborative activities found among pervasive com-

munities; 
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 Provide the user with explanations about adaptability behaviour of the framework 

taking into account different scenarios;  
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9 APPENDIX A: PRE-
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Q.1 Please inform your email 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2 Please inform your gender 

  Male 

  Female 

Q.3 About the second stage of the trial: Do you think that you were invited to the appro-
priate chat rooms? 

 Aquatic Ecotoxicology 

 Terrestrial Ecotoxicology 

 Aquatic Invertebrates 

 Terrestrial Invertebrates 

 Oxidative Stress Biomarkers 

 Bioaccumulation and Biomagnification 

 Metabolomics 

 Proteomics 

 Nanoparticles 

 Pesticides 

 Metals 

 R Statistical Software 

 IBM SPSS Statistics 

 Minitab Statistics Package 

 Other (specify): 
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Q.4 In the grid below, please list the people you have the same routine work in terms of 
class of compounds, organisms and methodologies. 

 

 Compound Classes Organisms Methodologies None 

P1     

P2     

P3     

P4     

P5     

P6     

P7     

P8     

P9     

P10     

P11     

 

Q.5 Which of the following people you consider working together on a daily basis?  

 Note 1: Choose more than one person per line is possible. 
 Note2: Disregard your own name. 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 

P1            

P2            

P3            

P4            

P5            

P6            

P7            

P8            

P9            

P10            

P11            
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Q.6 Please indicate your degree of similarity to the following people based on their pro-
fessional interests. E.g. If you work with the same organism, same kind of 
test/methodology and the same compound, assign a higher value. If you are working 
with the same organisms, same methodology but different compounds; assign a lower 
value and so on). 

 

 Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

P1      

P2      

P3      

P4      

P5      

P6      

P7      

P8      

P9      

P10      

P11      

 

Q.7 When social network requests information related to your profession you usually 
provide? E.g. Skills, specialties, professional interests. 

 

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Very Often 

     

 

Q.8 If you use a social network site, please indicate below 

 LinkedIn 
 Research Gate 
 Facebook 
 Google + 
 Twitter 
 Foursquare 
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10 APPENDIX B: POST-
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Q.1 Write the username that you used in the trial 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2 About the first stage of the trial: Do you think that you were invited to the appropri-

ate chat rooms? 

  Yes 

  No 

Q.3 About the second stage of the trial: Do you think that you were invited to the appro-

priate chat rooms? 

  Yes 

  No 

Q.4 Regarding both stages of the trial: which one do you think is most suitable for your 

interests? 

  Stage 1 

  Stage 2 

  Both are the same for me 

Q.5 By using this type of applications where is based on your professional information, 

do you fear for your privacy? 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Yes, I do not trust my 
information 

     No, I totally trust 
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Q.6 Would you find useful an application that suggests you to participate in discussion 

groups with common interests? 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Not useful           Very useful 

 

Q.7 Please feel free to give your opinion/suggestions 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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11 APPENDIX C: UML CLASS 

DIAGRAMS 

 

Figure 11.1: Collaborative applications integration class diagram. 

class ICE

Observable

Observer

CollabApps

- collabAppsconnectors  :AbstractCollabAppConnector ([])

- logger  :Logger = LoggerFactory.g... {readOnly}

+ CollabApps(AbstractCollabAppConnector)

+ getCollabAppConnectors()  :AbstractCollabAppConnector[]

+ joinEvent(String, String, String)  :void

+ leaveEvent(String, String, String)  :void

+ sendInvite(String, String[], String, String, String)  :void

+ sendKick(String, String[], String)  :void

+ update(Observable, Object)  :void

«interface»

api::ICollabApps

+ getCollabAppConnectors()  :AbstractCollabAppConnector[]

+ joinEvent(String, String, String)  :void

+ leaveEvent(String, String, String)  :void

+ sendInvite(String, String[], String, String, String)  :void

+ sendKick(String, String[], String)  :void

Observable

api::AbstractCollabAppConnector

+ getAppName()  :String

+ getAppServerName()  :String

+ join(String, String, String, String)  :void

# joinEvent(String, String)  :void

+ kick(String, String)  :void

# leaveEvent(String, String)  :void

+ setAppName(String)  :void

+ setAppServerName(String)  :void

+ setup()  :void

collabtools::ChatAppIntegrator

- app_name  :String

- connection  :XMPPConnection

- host  :String

- logger  :Logger = LoggerFactory.g... {readOnly}

- muc  :MultiUserChat

+ ChatAppIntegrator(String, String)

+ ChatAppIntegrator()

+ getAppName()  :String

+ getAppServerName()  :String

+ join(String, String, String, String)  :void

+ kick(String, String)  :void

+ setAppName(String)  :void

+ setAppServerName(String)  :void

+ setup()  :void

-collabAppsconnectors
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Figure 11.2: Rule engine and rule class diagrams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

class runtime

Comparable

Rule

- ctxAttribute  :String {readOnly}

- ctxType  :String {readOnly}

- name  :String {readOnly}

- operator  :Operators {readOnly}

- priority  :Integer {readOnly}

- value  :String {readOnly}

- w eight  :double {readOnly}

+ compareTo(Rule)  :int

+ equals(Object)  :boolean

+ getCtxAttribute()  :String

+ getCtxType()  :String

+ getName()  :String

+ getOperator()  :Operators

+ getPriority()  :int

+ getValue()  :String

+ getWeight()  :double

+ hashCode()  :int

+ Rule(String, Operators, String, String, int, double, String)

+ toString()  :String

Engine

- ctxRsn  :ContextAnalyzer

- engineByPriority  :boolean = true

- engineByUpdate  :boolean = true

- incrementCtxInfo  :boolean = false

- log  :Logger = LoggerFactory.g...

+ personRepository  :PersonRepository

- rules  :List<Rule> = new  ArrayList<R...

- w eightSum  :double

+ deleteRule(Rule)  :void

+ Engine(PersonRepository)

+ evaluateRule(Operators, String, String, String, HashSet<Person>)  :HashMap<String, HashSet<Person>>

+ evaluateRule(String)  :HashMap<String, HashSet<Person>>

+ getEngineMode()  :boolean

+ getMatchingResultsByPriority()  :HashMap<String, HashSet<Person>>

+ getMatchingResultsByRelevance()  :HashMap<String, HashSet<Person>>

+ getRules()  :List<Rule>

+ getRulesWeightSum()  :double

+ insertRule(Rule)  :void

- isNumeric(String)  :boolean

+ setEngineModeByPriority(boolean)  :void

+ setRules(Collection<Rule>)  :void

«enumeration»

Operators

 SAME

 DIFFERENT

 EQUAL

 NOT_EQUAL

 GREATER

 GREATER_OR_EQUAL

 LESS

 LESS_OR_EQUAL

 SIMILAR

-rules 0..*

-operator
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Figure 11.3: Community Recommendation Manager Class diagram. 

class CRM Class Model

ICommunityRecommendationManager

CommunityRecommendationManager

- callback  :CisDirectoryRemoteClient = new  CisDirector...

- cisDirectoryRemote  :ICisDirectoryRemote

- cisList  :List<CisAdvertisementRecord>

- commMgr  :ICommManager

- cssAdvertsList  :List<CssAdvertisementRecord>

- cssDirCallback  :CssDirectoryRemoteClient = new  CssDirector...

- cssDirectoryRemote  :ICssDirectoryRemote

- cssOw nerStr  :String {readOnly}

- limit  :int = 10

- LOG  :Logger = LoggerFactory.g... {readOnly}

- checkCriteria(Criteria, IFilter)  :boolean

+ CommunityRecommendationManager()

+ CommunityRecommendationManager(CisDirectoryRemoteClient, ICisDirectoryRemote, ICommManager)

~ CommunityRecommendationManager(ICisDirectoryRemote, ICssDirectoryRemote, ICommManager)

+ getCISAdvResults(int, IFilter[], IFilter[])  :List<CisAdvertisementRecord>

- getCSSResults()  :List<CssAdvertisementRecord>

+ getLimit()  :int

+ getResults(int, IFilter[], IFilter[])  :List<IIdentity>

- getSynonyms(String)  :String[]

- isNumeric(String)  :boolean

- relevantCISs()  :List<CisAdvertisementRecord>

+ setLimit(int)  :void

- sort(boolean, List<CisAdvertisementRecord>, IFilter[])  :List<CisAdvertisementRecord>

Comparator

RankCisAdv

{leaf}

- cisAdv  :CisAdvertisementRecord

- rank  :int = 0

+ compare(RankCisAdv, RankCisAdv)  :int

+ getCisAdv()  :CisAdvertisementRecord

+ getRank()  :int

+ incrementRank()  :void

+ setCisAdv(CisAdvertisementRecord)  :void

IFilter

Filter

- ctxAttribute  :String

- operator  :FilterOperators

- value  :String

+ Filter(String, String, FilterOperators)

+ getCtxAttribute()  :String

+ getOperator()  :FilterOperators

+ getValue()  :String

«use»

«use»


